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Damaged face in the West
Quarry, Dalkey.
Photo: Stephen McMullan.

Threat to climbs in Dalkey resolved
he climbing community was
incensed when a number of
classic climbing routes in
Dalkey were destroyed by staff of
Dún Laoghaire Rathdown County
Council (DLRCC) who removed
rock from one of the faces in the
West Quarry on May 7th. A barrage
of emails from outraged climbers
expressed concern about the
irreparable damage that had been
inflicted on this important
recreational amenity.

T

Mountaineering Ireland and local climbers
subsequently met with representatives of
the County Council at Killiney Hill Park on
May 10th, when the recreational
importance of the quarry was explained
to the officials. It was agreed that the
Council would clear the resulting rubble
from underneath the damaged climbs,
which include Siesta, Mahjongg and
Levitation, on May 12th and that this
work would be supervised by local
climbers.
The Council later issued a statement that
“during routine maintenance at the
quarry, Council staff became aware of a
small rock outcrop which was considered
to be in imminent danger of collapse.
www.mountaineering.ie

Immediate action was taken in the
interest of public safety.”
Since that time, Mountaineering Ireland
has been involved in ongoing discussions
with the Council in which the recreational
value of Dalkey Quarry and the need for
greater engagement with the climbing
community to protect this important
resource has been emphasised.
Mountaineering Ireland subsequently met
with the Council on May 27th in Sports
HQ to agree a process for the
development of a management plan for
Dalkey Quarry, whereby the quarry can
be preserved in its present state as a
recreational resource. Mountaineering
Ireland has also proposed that a Special
Amenity Area Order (SAAO) be applied to
establish Dalkey Quarry as an area of
Special Recreational Value.
The Council is now aware of the
recreational significance of the quarry and
of the need to engage fully with the
climbing community in protecting this
amenity. Realistically, this can only be
achieved in the long term by
Mountaineering Ireland continuing to
progress the application for a SAAO and
by the establishment of a management
plan for Dalkey Quarry. Good
communication between the Council and

Mountaineering Ireland is critical and we
will ensure that a professional relationship
develops with the Council for the good of
climbing.
As part of its campaign to raise
awareness about the amenity value of
Dalkey Quarry, Mountaineering Ireland
has invited the Minister for Sport, Mary
Hanafin, who is a local TD,to visit the
quarry and see what an important
recreational amenity it is and to explain
the impact it has had on participation in
climbing. Mountaineering Ireland has also
invited Dún Laoghaire Rathdown County
Council management and staff to a taster
session for them to experience first-hand
the pleasure of climbing in Dalkey.
Mountaineering Ireland had further
communication with the Council on June
11th, when they indicated that they will
be responding to Mountaineering
Ireland’s Dalkey Quarry management
proposals shortly.
Karl Boyle,
Chief Officer,
Mountaineering Ireland
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Fragile uplands

P

rotecting the upland environment is very important
to us all, if we are to continue to enjoy these areas
and to allow future generations to enjoy them.

Several of the news items and articles in this issue of the Irish
Mountain Log focus on different aspects of that environment and
I would commend them to you. It is important that everyone who
goes into the hills is aware of the fragility of the environment which
we are privileged to explore and that we all do what we can to
protect it.
The focus of this year’s World environment Day 2010 on June 5th
was a call to protect biodiversity. It appears that attempts to do
this in Ireland and to actually increase the diversity of species here
by reintroducing species that have disappeared from our island
are repeatedly being undermined by the perhaps careless actions
of a few. The tragic discoveries of more poisoned birds of prey is
discussed on page 7. It is important that we all do what we can
to try to protect these magnificent birds.

Submissions required – it is your magazine!
Summer is upon us again and the forecast is looking good,
always good news for walkers and climbers in Ireland.
The last issue of the Irish Mountain Log was generally well
received by members of Mountaineering Ireland, possibly
because some of the features and much of the news section
were focused on walking and climbing in Ireland. However, we
are very dependent on the material that is submitted and, as a
rule, it is difficult get articles that focus on walking or climbing in
Ireland.
With the increased activity that the good weather will hopefully
result in, can I ask you to consider writing a report or a longer
article for the Irish Mountain Log? equally, if you go to an
interesting area overseas during the holidays, then again this is
perhaps something you can share with other members. We rely
on the support of our members to provide the material that we
publish in the Irish Mountain Log.
Finally, of course, we also need photos
to use in the magazine. If you have any
good photos, then please submit them
for consideration for inclusion in the Irish
Mountain Log.

Patrick O’Sullivan
Editor, Irish Mountain Log
ON THE COVER: Monte Rosa (4,634m) from Gornergrat in
the Zermatt Valley, Switzerland. Photo: Patrick O’Sullivan.
THIS PAGE: Luggala, Co Wicklow, in late spring.
Photo: Cóilín MacLochlainn.
www.mountaineering.ie
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Learn to lead groups
The Walking Group Leader course
ALUN RICHARDSON, TRAINING OFFICER

THe WALKING GROuP LeADeR (WGL) is a course that trains and assesses
people in the skills required for leading walking parties on the easier hills in
Ireland and Britain. This award is below the level of the Mountain Leader (ML)
as the terrain for WGL is limited to non-mountainous areas that do not have
steep or broken ground. Before registration, WGL trainees must have a
minimum of one year’s walking experience and must have logged at least 20
walks in suitable terrain.

What does it entail?

Photo: Ian McKittrick.

Walking Group Leader training courses are
held over three days and comprise a mixture
of indoor lectures, discussions and outdoor
practical sessions. Topics covered on the
WGL training syllabus include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Party leadership & group management
Walking & route finding
Navigation
Hazards & emergency procedures
equipment
Camp craft
Weather
Access & conservation
The upland environment

The WGL scheme follows the syllabus laid
down by BOS and is delivered and
assessed by individuals approved by BOS.
Providers of the course are all experienced,
qualified International Mountain Leaders,
Instructors or Guides who have completed
training in the specific skills required to teach
and assess others in the mountains. The

ratio for the WGL training is one instructor to
six candidates, and one instructor to four
candidates for the WGL assessment. A list
of BOS-approved providers is available on
Mountaineering Ireland’s website and from
the office.
upcoming WGL training and assessment
courses are listed in the ‘Training & Safety’
section of the Mountaineering Ireland
website, www.mountaineering.ie, in the
courses calendar. After registering,
prospective candidates should contact
course providers directly in order to book
onto a course.

Mountaineering Ireland now has a large collection of over 700 mountaineering and walking
books and guides, plus magazines and newsletters from various mountaineering
organisations. There are also many papers and reports covering access and conservation
issues, safety issues and other general information relating to the Irish uplands. To search
our online library database, go to the Mountaineering Ireland website, www.
mountaineering.ie.
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More birds
of prey
poisoned
HELEN LAWLESS
FOR HuNDReDS OF YeARS eagles soared over Ireland’s
mountains and valleys, a fact that is reflected in place-names such
as Sliabh an Iolair – or Mount eagle – in west Kerry and Gob an
Iolair – or the eagle’s Beak – in Co Waterford. During the 18th,
Released red kite in Co Wicklow.
Photo: Shay Connolly.
19th and 20th centuries, persecution and habitat loss caused the
extinction of at least six raptor species in Ireland, leaving Ireland
is found in a quiet spot it is best to leave it in situ for the Golden
with fewer breeding species of birds of prey than any other eu
eagle Trust or the NPWS to collect it.
country.
Although this spring brought depressing news of more
Over the last 10 years the Golden eagle Trust has worked in
poisonings of these birds, not least the loss of Conall, one of the
partnership with other organisations to facilitate the reintroduction
golden eagle chicks bred in Co Donegal, there is a positive
of three species: the Golden eagle, the White-tailed eagle and the
dimension too, with the discovery of two Red Kite chicks in a nest
Red Kite. each of these reintroduction projects involved local
in Co Wicklow. These are the first known to have hatched in
consultation and awareness-raising, particularly with the farming
Ireland in well over 200 years. You can learn more about the
community, and despite initial concerns all three projects
reintroduction programmes on the Golden eagle Trust website –
progressed well, with some of the released birds starting to breed.
www.goldeneagle.ie
Publicity and education initiatives have fostered a public
connection with wildlife and the countryside, while also bringing
Helen Lawless is Mountaineering Ireland’s Hillwalking, Access
tourism activity to rural communities. However, over the last three
and Conservation Officer.
years an increasing number of these wonderful birds, 15 in total,
have been found dead as a result of poisoning. Although
Bird of prey poisonings, 2007 to April 2010. (Source: Golden Eagle Trust)
the use of poison on meat baits to control crows has
been banned since 2008, the use of meat baits to kill
Golden eagle
11/4/2010 (Alphachloralose)
foxes is still permitted. Obviously this continued use of
18/2/2009
(Paraquat)
White-tailed eagle
poison can have implications for other species and not
just birds of prey. While an amendment to the Wildlife Act
Buzzard
to close this loophole is imminent, this will need to be
backed up by enforcement. It is simply not acceptable
Red Kite
19/2/2010 (Alphachloralose/Nitronixil)
that our two largest indigenous industries – tourism and
18/2/2009 (Alphachloralose)
Peregrine
agriculture – which both rely on a clean, green image, can
be undermined by the actions of a tiny minority of
landowners, which put the lives of these wonderful birds
in jeopardy.
Walkers and climbers have an increasing chance of
spotting one of the eagles or kites in Counties Wicklow,
Kerry and Donegal. There are no established viewing
sites in which to see these wild birds as yet, but the roads
22/2/2010 (Alphachloralose)
around Avoca, in Co Wicklow may yield Red Kite
16/3/2009 (Alphachloralose)
sightings. The Black Valley and Mangerton Mountain are
16/3/2010 (Alphachloralose)
the most likely spots to see wandering White-tailed
27/2/2010 (Alphachloralose)
eagles, and people occasionally see the magnificent
2010 (Alphachloralose)
Golden eagles in the Derryveagh Mountains and the Blue
Stacks.
12/4/2010 (Carbofuran)
In the unlikely event that you come across a dead
17/3/2010 (Alphachloralose)
4/4/2010 (Carbofuran)
Golden eagle, White-tailed eagle or Red Kite you should
12/3/2009 (Carbofuran)
phone the telephone number on the underside of the
6/11/2007 (Alphachloralose)
bird’s plastic wing tag or report it to the National Parks &
26/3/2010 (Alphachloralose)
Wildlife Service (NPWS). Please note the exact location of
2 birds: 18/2/2008, 27/2/2008 (Alphachloralose/Nitronixil)
19/2/2008 (Alphachloralose/Nitronixil)
the dead bird (ideally with a GPS) or grid reference and
also note the time. It is best not to touch any dead bird
with bare hands, in case it has been poisoned. If the bird

•

www.mountaineering.ie
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Crag access negotiations
Dunseverick (Antrim) now open to climbers
ALAN TEES
FOLLOWING NeGOTIATIONS with the
National Trust, permission has been
obtained to climb the sea cliffs at
Dunseverick, Co Antrim, for a trial period
of three years.
until now, about 30 climbs had been
logged on the Colmcille Climbers online
guidebook, but access was dubious, as
there were “No Climbing” signs at the
nearby castle. The area concerned is a
few minutes’ walk east of the castle,
along the coastal path, including and
beyond a detached pillar (“Spanish
Cigar”).
The climbing is mainly in a shallow bay
(grid reference C 988 446) and most of
the routes are in the easier grades.
Access is by abseil and, if you are a
beginner or not into the vertical delights
of Fair Head, this might be the place to
go on the north coast! Route descriptions
can be obtained from the Colmcille
Climbers website.

Ballygally access
Further approaches were made to
Cairndhu Golf Club regarding access to
the crag at Ballygally Head, initially

without any reply being received, but
perseverance has yielded some results in
that the Golf Club has now referred us to

the current Dept of the environment
Roads Service survey of the coast road.
This is being followed up.

Dunseverick routes

A. Scorpion, VDiff,
B. Beasties, VDiff.
C. Hook the Nook, HS4a.
D. Molten Music, HS4a.
E. Breezy Lava, VS4b.
F. Seagull Seize, HS4b.
G. Causeway, VS4b.
H. Groover, HS4b.
I. Slithery Zawn Direct, VS4b.

J. Crafty Yachting, Sev.4a.
K. Seamore Sweeney, VD.
L. Wind Up, VD.
M. Battlement Stance, VD.
N. Craicslova, VD.
O. Regulation Rock, VD.
P. Period Ant Bites, HVS5b.
Q. Spring Tide Seas, Sev.

Climbfest at Cruit a big success
CONDITIONS WeRe dry, albeit with a
cool north wind, at the Climbfest in
Glencolmcille, Co Donegal, in May. Cruit
Island proved an attractive venue, with
numbers attending well over 100, up
from last year’s event.
About 60 habitations, ranging from
bivvy bags to camper vans, occupied
the superbly situated campsite. The
topo guide (produced by Peter Cooper,
aided by Iain and Dave Millar), was the
best so far and duly guided participants
to the many short granite routes within
walking distance of the campsite.
Saturday morning was the “Come
and Try It” beginners’ session, and
8
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“Farmhouse crag” was ideal for the
purpose.
There was the usual barbeque and
party on the beach, with a Valli Schafer
fire drawing at night.
Due to the wind, it was not possible
to visit Owey, but on Sunday, two
boatloads had a superb sheltered day’s
climbing on Gola.
On Monday, the weather was even
better and many stayed on and climbed
into the afternoon. This was a
Mountaineering Ireland “Leave No
Trace” event, and Mountaineering
Ireland provided the essential toilet
facilities. – (Alan Tees)

www.mountaineering.ie
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Some of the rubbish collected.
Photo: Jimmy Barry.

Spring Clean on the Galtees
Clubs and mountain rescue team joined forces for annual clean-up
JIMMY BARRY
IF THe GALTeeS could speak they would
say a big ‘thank you’ to all the people
who helped in the spring clean that took
place on the mountains earlier this year.
For the fourth year, a Spring Clean day
was organised by the Limerick Climbing
Club and they were joined by members
from the Ballyhoura and Galtee
Hillwalking Clubs and members of South

eastern Mountain Rescue Association
(SeMRA), who also provided a 4x4 and
trailer for the day.
With a lot of hard work a small
mountain of rubbish including four
fridges, 10 car tyres, seven TVs and over
70 bags of assorted rubbish was
collected.
Well done to all and especially to the
young people that helped out.
Ferghal Purcell, chairman of Aherlow

Fáilte, said: “It was an excellent day’s
work. The people that helped are to be
congratulated for their civic spirit,
especially Dave Walsh, who organised
the day.”
Refreshments were provided by
Aherlow Fáilte after the clean-up.
• Jimmy Barry is PRO of South Eastern
Mountain Rescue Association.

Members of Limerick Climbing Club and the
Ballyhoura and Galtee Hillwalking Clubs with
members of the South Eastern Mountain
Rescue Association at the Spring Clean.
Photo: Jimmy Barry.
www.mountaineering.ie
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Mount Leinster and
the Blackstairs ridge.
Photo: Cóilín
MacLochlainn.

Blackstairs Walk 2010
The Wayfarers celebrate 30th anniversary of their walk
CHRIS AVISON
SATuRDAY 22nd MAY 2010
was the best summer’s day in
ages and probably the hottest
too. That was the day the
Wayfarers’ annual Blackstairs
Walk celebrated its 30th
birthday in perfect conditions.
The Wayfarers Association
is a Dublin hiking club
founded in 1970. It should
have been called the
Wayfarers Club but, with great
foresight, the founding
members did not want to see
the initials WC being used.
The Wayfarers got their name
from a poem by Patrick
Pearse, The Wayfarer, written
shortly before his execution in
1916. The Dublin club should
not be confused with an older
climbing club, founded in
Liverpool in 1906, which is
also called The Wayfarers.
Rather radically these days,
the Liverpool club still
10
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maintains a traditional menonly membership. Happily,
Dublin’s Wayfarers Association
embraces all and everyone is
always very welcome.
Approaching their tenth
anniversary in late 1979,
members of the Wayfarers
wanted to mark the occasion.
Many had enjoyed the
camaraderie with other clubs
whilst taking part in longer
organised walks around the
country. They decided the
club should take on
organising a similar event to
give back to others the
enjoyment Wayfarers had got
from taking part in these
walks. The Blackstairs
Mountains were chosen as an
area worth having a look at
and many reconnaisance
forays ensued. JB Malone,
founder of the Wicklow Way,
was contacted. He thought it
was a good idea and
suggested the route be done

from north to south.
The first Wayfarer
Blackstairs Walk went off very
successfully in 1980 and has
continued to do so every year
for thirty years.
This annual organised walk,
at a pleasant time of year in a

beautiful part of the country,
has brought tangible benefits
to the scattered rural
communities along the
Carlow/Wexford border.
Nowadays many locals
participate alongside
“mainstream” hikers from the

Pat Lynch at Sculloge Gap checkpoint.
Photo: Chris Avison.
www.mountaineering.ie
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Writing the certificates at the finish.
Photo: Chris Avison.

New Reeks facilities
Finally, footbridges in the Hag’s Glen

clubs as well as individuals.
The one thing in common for
all of them is having a friendly
well-organised day out. From
early in the morning until late
in the evening, members of
the Wayfarers are busy
making sure everything runs
like clockwork.
The Thirtieth Anniversary
Blackstairs Walk was no
exception, with the addition of
the weather, which was
superb. The sun shone from a
clear blue sky for the whole
weekend. The usual
refreshments, provided by the
Wayfarers at check-points
along the way, were really
appreciated by the hikers.
As always, the hike finished
at Seán Byrne’s pub in Glynn
and this year, as part of the
celebrations, non-vegetarians
were lured down from the
mountains by the tantalising
aroma of roasting pork. Living
off the hog’s back became a
reality as a whole suckling pig
was spit-roasted in Seán’s
garden. With typical foresight,
a marquee had been erected
as protection from the
sunshine. As in every year
before, a good time was had
by everyone involved. None of
this can of course be possible
without the massive amount
of time and energy put in by
volunteers from the Wayfarers
www.mountaineering.ie

and the local community
along this fine route in the
Blackstairs Mountains.
Another nice touch was that
three of the Wayfarers who
instigated the original
Blackstairs Walk, thirty years
ago, were still involved and
there were also hikers from
the Tyndall and Tullow clubs
who had taken part on that
first occasion. These
gatherings and reunions are
part of what makes organised
long walks so enjoyable.
Along with their certificates of
completion, this year’s
participants were given a
booklet describing the seven
principles of Leave No Trace
(available on
www.leavenotraceireland.org).
It is fair to say that the
Blackstairs Walk, organised
by the Wayfarers, usually
leaves the countryside in a
more pristine condition than
before, as members return
home to Dublin with large
refuse sacks full of rubbish for
proper disposal. Already, the
Wayfarers are looking forward
to next year’s Blackstairs
Walk.
• Chris Avison is a member of
the Wayfarers and Mountain
Meitheal, and a former editor
of the Irish Mountain Log.

WALKeRS ON THe Hag’s
Glen/Com Cailí approach to
Corrán Tuathail this summer will
notice two new footbridges
servicing the route from the
Cronin’s Yard/Maol Lios car park
and new stepping stones at the
ford.
These new river crossings
have been erected as part of a
community initiative under the
auspices of the Beaufort
Community Council in
partnership with Kerry County
Council.
The work is the result of a
tenacious voluntary effort by the
local community who in recent
times have sought to address a
number of issues pertaining to
access to the Reeks.
The safety issue of crossing
the Geadach River in spate
conditions has exercised people
for years and is a focus of a fivepoint Reeks Action Plan drawn
up by local engineer Frank
Coffey and mountaineer Con
Moriarty and adopted by
Beaufort Community Council.
In addition, this group was
central to the taking in charge by
Kerry County Council of the road
leading to Lios Leadhbáin and
the establishment of a 100space car park there. Half of the
land purchase price was raised
through local voluntary efforts.
A toilet facility at the car park
was refused planning
permission, as were the bridges
initially. The Reeks Action Plan
also incorporates proposals to
deal with the erosion of the
Devil’s Ladder (drawn up by
Mountain Meitheal and
supported by the then

Mountaineering Council of
Ireland), which have so far failed
to secure the agreement of key
landowners. Serious erosion is
now evident at other points on
Corrán Tuathail, resulting in part
from the dangerous condition of
the Ladder as walkers are
seeking alternative routes to and
from the summit.
Commenting on the recent
developments, local mountaineer
Con Moriarty stated: “It is deeply
satisfying to finally have the
crossing of the Geadach and the
Caol Dubh rivers secured for
travel when these streams are in
dangerous spate conditions. In
reality, the efforts have taken
nearly 25 years, since Limerick
climber Angela Kenny died here
in 1987. We are particularly
grateful to the generous
sponsors of the bridges, Liebherr
Ireland, the Killarney-based
German crane manufacturer
which has been a major part of
the social and economic
development over its fifty years
in our locality. Of course, without
the unequivocal support of the
landowners, the footbridges
could not have gone ahead. Of
particular note, too, has been
the outstanding job done by
Kerry County Council in erecting
the bridges – and, indeed, the
car park – under the directorship
of Brian Hickey. We are also
fortunate to have had the
support of Greenbelt who
provided native trees for a
community tree planting at the
car park.”

Hag’s Glen, Carrauntoohil.
Photo: Carsten Clasohm.
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News
Mountain Protection label

New UIAA advice on hypoxia

MOuNTAINOuS ReGIONS are among the most
vulnerable to the impacts of tourism, climate change
and global warming. On June 5th, World
Environment Day 2010, the uIAA highlighted its
commitment to protecting the mountain environment
by establishing a Mountain Protection label. This label
will be awarded to tour operators and mountain
recreation organizations who commit to acting
according to high mountain protection standards. In
this way the uIAA hopes to make it easier for
mountaineers to minimize their impact on the
environment by supporting organizations that are
certified to be environmentally friendly. The uIAA will
use the united Nations environment Programme’s
guidelines, Mountains and Tourism: A Practical Guide
to Managing the Environmental and Social Impacts of
Mountain Tours, as a basis for their certification.
World environment Day was first held in 1972 to
stimulate awareness of the environment. This year’s
theme was “Many Species. One Planet. One Future.”
It was seen as an urgent call to conserve the diversity
of life on our planet.

THe uIAA MeDICAL COMMISSION has published a new paper that offers
health and safety advice on hypoxia. Hypoxia is the condition in which the
body is deprived of an adequate supply of oxygen. Apart from climbers at
high altitude and people with certain medical conditions, more and more
people can be exposed to hypoxia in the course of their work or leisure
activities. For example, hypoxia is now being used for fire prevention in
storage areas, for altitude training in sport and for many other purposes.
As a result, a panel of uIAA medical experts has issued a document,
Work in Hypoxic Conditions. Due to the uIAA’s expertise in activities in a
low-oxygen environment, the Commission says it has “a special
responsibility to coordinate an international consensus on this topic.” up to
now there has been no consensus on how to provide occupational health
and safety advice related to hypoxic conditions. Most regulations do not
take into account the kind of exposure or other circumstances (e.g.
whether the person is able to “escape” from hypoxia at any time).
Regulations do not define the type or degree of different risks – if any – and
therefore a more specialised analysis of the individual exposure is
necessary to provide adequate advice for health and safety. The paper is
divided into several sections for ease of use, showing the differences
between the various types of exposure to hypoxic conditions and their
consequences, the possibilities for preventive medical care in Occupational
Medicine and safety for people working in different hypoxic situations.
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Kerry restaurant celebrates Irish explorer
Tom Crean comes alive again in Kenmare
AILeeN D’ARCY, the owner of d’Arcy’s
Restaurant and Townhouse, Main Street,
Kenmare, has opened a private function
room there in honour of her grandfather,
polar explorer Tom Crean.
d’Arcy’s was originally opened in 1992
by Aileen and her husband, Matt d’Arcy.
They ran the business very successfully
for six years, but sadly Matt was then
knocked down and killed in Dublin. The
restaurant was leased out until last year
when Aileen re-opened it in September.
With some good staff, the restaurant
continues to produce excellent food at a
reasonable price and has regained its
local clientele. It is also getting lots of
custom from tourists.
Aileen decided to turn the private
function room into the Tom Crean Room
in honour of her grandfather. Luckily, her
cousins, the Kennellys of Kerry’s Eye
newspaper, Tralee, still had the disc of
photos used for the Tom Crean
exhibition. Following a bit of
brainstorming with graphic designer
Tessa Dennison and Sapphire Signs, a
composite was developed to decorate
one wall. The other walls are adorned
with photos from the three Polar
expeditions which Tom was on, plus
other interesting memorabilia. There are
even skis from Herbert Ponting’s movie,
With Captain Scott To The South Pole,
Tom Crean and his South Polar
expedition draught horse Bones.

www.mountaineering.ie

and a sledge suspended from the ceiling.
More memorabilia is being added as it is
acquired.
The Tom Crean Room is proving quite

popular with groups and it seats up to
thirty comfortably. Ironically, the first party
to dine there, in May 2010, was the local
family of Micheál McGearailt, whose
sister Helen is married to a John
Shackleton in Kildare!
Aileen is also a member of Green
Tourism and would like to encourage
walkers to minimise their carbon footprint
by getting the train to Killarney, walking
the Old Kenmare Road and using
d’Arcy’s as a base for touring the
beautiful environs. Kenmare is located
between the Ring of Kerry and the Ring
of Beara, and offers a wide selection of
walks for all abilities. If you are staying in
d’Arcy’s, you just have to walk down the
stairs to dine amongst some great
memorabilia with Tom Crean watching
over you.
For more information, visit the website
www.darcyskenmare.com.
Irish Mountain Log - Summer 2010
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Get all the latest news at www.mountainrescue.ie

Mountain Rescue Ireland launches new logo
PAUL WHITING
AT THe NATIONAL conference and AGM
in January this year, the name of the
organisation was changed from the Irish
Mountain Rescue Association to
Mountain Rescue Ireland and a new logo
was launched. In part this was to avoid
confusion with the Irish Mountain Running
Association (which also uses the acronym
IMRA) and in part it was to provide a
simpler and clearer name for the
organisation, Mountain Rescue Ireland.
After a long consultation last year with
national and international stakeholders,

the Mountain Rescue Teams and
members of the public, the logo was
changed from a blue, red and white

The Biberacher Hutte, Austria,
visited by the Irish delegation
during the EU exchange visit.
Photo: Seamus Bradley.

EU exchange programme
FOLLOWING ON from the successful visit
to Ireland in February 2009 of a
delegation from the Austrian Mountain
Rescue Service (AMRS), a return visit by
an Irish delegation took place from June
9-13th in the western province of
Vorarlberg.
The Irish delegation consisted of a
senior operational member from 10 of our
12 teams (in most cases the team leader)
as well as our national chair and
development officer. The group toured an
AMRS rescue base in Rankweil, a joint
emergency control centre in Feldkirch, the
helicopter base for the Vorarlberg region
in Nenzing, and then participated in two
14
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days of joint training with the AMRS,
centred around one of the Austrian Alpine
Club’s huts – Biberacher Hutte.
Now that the delegation has returned
they will be considering how the Austrian
system can be applied to develop
Mountain Rescue in Ireland and in
particular to the development of our
all-island pre-plan.
The all-island pre-plan has come about
in response to a number of incidents
which have occurred in the past five years
when a responding team has decided
that it requires the assistance of all teams
in order to bring a speedy resolution to
the call-out.

roundel to a green, grey and white
roundel. The colours chosen are
representative of the Irish mountain
environment – green for grasses and
heather, grey for stone and white for
snow (when we’re lucky enough to get it).
The image was also chosen so it was
immediately obvious to the public what
we do – providing rescue services in the
outdoors – something that the old logo
did not do.
2010 will be a transition period, during
which both logos will be used, before we
change over completely to the new logo
in 2011.

Follow us on Facebook
MOuNTAIN ReSCue IReLAND (or IMRA)
has just launched a Facebook page. This
was the brainchild of John Naughton, a
member of our Supporters’ Club. The
purpose of the page is to promote to a
larger audience not just what Mountain
Rescue Ireland does but also what the
Mountain Rescue Teams do. Many of the
teams have their own websites and
Facebook pages, but the Mountain
Rescue Ireland Facebook page can be
used to promote team events or to
highlight things that the teams feel are
important. Most importantly, it also
provides Mountain Rescue Ireland with a
mechanism to receive feedback from our
members and from our service users –
the general public.

www.mountaineering.ie
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Reek Sunday: July 25th 2010

Satmap Active 10 GPS

THe MAYO MOuNTAIN Rescue Team is
beginning preparations to host the other
eleven mountain rescue teams at our
annual National Operation providing
coverage on the upper half of Croagh
Patrick for the traditional Reek Sunday
pilgrimage.
The Mayo team works closely with the
local Order of Malta unit in Westport. The
two then coordinate with the Irish Air

MOuNTAIN ReSCue IReLAND has
endorsed the Satmap Active 10 GPS. Irish
Mountain Rescue teams have been testing
the Satmap Active 10 for the past year
because of its rugged specification,
reliability and ease of use.
Seamus Bradley, Chair of Mountain
Rescue Ireland, commented: “We’ve been
using the Satmap Active 10 for a year now
and it has impressed our members greatly.
We see this technology as something that
will make a real contribution to the lifesaving work our teams do every day.
Having Ordnance Survey mapping linked
to GPS in one robust unit means we can
focus on the task of locating, accessing,
stabilising and transporting a casualty to
safety in the shortest time possible.
“The Active 10 also tracks our routes,
allowing for greater accuracy of reporting
and recording search areas. It has proved
itself particularly useful in areas where an
area is split across multiple paper maps.
The unit has also excelled in dark, wet and
windy conditions when paper maps
become difficult to use. The Satmap Active
10 really shows how technology can
evolve to provide solutions which enhance
our ability to save lives.”
For more details, visit www.satmap.com.

Corps, local Gardaí, Civil Defence and
HSe authorities to provide the level of
support that such a large spontaneous
gathering of people requires. Traditionally,
Mountain Rescue would also be joined by
members of the Irish Cave Rescue
Organisation (ICRO). This year, we are
hoping to be joined by colleagues from
Mountain Rescue england and Wales and
the Austrian Mountain Rescue Service.

At the helicopter base in
Nenzing during the exchange
visit to Austria.
Photo: Seamus Bradley.

Ireland and UK Conference
PLANS ARe progressing well for the
Ireland and uK Mountain Rescue
Conference, which will be held in Dublin
this year on the Dublin City university
campus, from 10th to 12th of September.
This bi-annual conference normally
alternates between venues in Scotland,
england and Wales and the last time it
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was held in Ireland was 1996.
Over 300 mountain rescuers from the
Republic, Northern Ireland, Scotland,
england, Wales and further abroad will
come to Dublin to discuss the latest
rescue developments. The theme for this
year’s conference will be “Mountain
Rescue: Our Future Role.”

Training calendar 2010
THe TRAINING and Development Group
has begun work on the delivery of the
2010 calendar of training events. These
training courses will take place in the
second half of 2010 in various locations
around Ireland and will include two
regional exercises, our annual Party
Leader course and a Critical Incident
Stress Management course.

For more information about Mountain Rescue in Ireland, please visit www.mountainrescue.ie
Irish Mountain Log - Summer 2010
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Sperrins Walking Festival
6th to 8th August, 2010

Group walking in the Sperrins.
Photo: WalkNI.com.

This year will also include an overnight adventure
NOW IN ITS 14th year, the Sperrins
Walking Festival will take place over the
weekend of 6th to 8th August 2010. The
festival base this year will be Plumbridge
and Newtownstewart in the heart of the
Sperrins region.
Walkers will be spoilt for choice with a
range of different walking routes on offer
and guides who will provide interpretation
of the many features of interest and
habitats encountered along the way.
These walks dissect some of the most
spectacular scenery in Ireland and
undiscovered parts of the Sperrins, a truly
unforgettable experience.
With the large variety of trails on offer

there will be walks to suit all levels of
abilities, from family walks and activities
to challenging hill walks for those who are
more experienced. This year there will
also be the “Sperrins Gold Trial”
Overnight Adventure.
A range of social events, music,
barbeques and other activities will be
taking place, so walkers can relax and
unwind in the evening after a day in the
hills.
The walking festival provides a fantastic
way to discover the natural beauty of the
Sperrins region, while at the same time
learning some fascinating facts from the
qualified guides.

• For further information on the Sperrins
Walking Festival contact Sperrins Tourism
on +44 (0) 28 8674 7700 or log onto
www.sperrinstourism.com.

Glover 2010
North West Mountaineering Club is
running the Glover Walk this year on
Saturday September 11th, 2010, as part
of the club’s 55th anniversary
celebrations. Numbers are limited, so
pre-registration is essential. For
application forms and other details,
contact Josephine Hegarty, Glover
Secretary, by email at
gloverwalk@googlemail.com.

Walk the Kerry Way for cancer research
THe KeRRY WAY Cancer Research Walk will take place from
Friday, 23rd July to Sunday, 25th July 2010. Participants can
walk for one, two or three days. The 70 kilometres of guided
walks over three days will start and finish each day in Kenmare
and will incorporate impressive mountain views, dramatic peaks
and glens, wild moorlands, wooded paths and lakes along the
Kerry Way and Beara Way trails.
The Kerry Way Cancer Research Walk has gone from strength
to strength, raising nearly €300,000 for cancer research in the
past four years. The 2009 event was a tremendous success with
over 260 walkers from all around Ireland as well as from France,
Hong Kong, Switzerland and the uK, braving inclement weather
to raise €91,000. The goal this year is to raise €100,000 for
cancer research programmes at Cork Cancer Research Centre.
Online registration for the Kerry Way Cancer Research Walk is
open on the event website, www.kerrywaycancerwalk.ie.

Mountaineer Pat Falvey leads group of Kerry Way walkers last year.

• Friday
• Saturday
• Sunday

Tahilla to Kenmare
Moll’s Gap (via Black Valley) to Kenmare
Glengarriff to Kenmare

22km
26km
22km

Irish Mountain Log - Summer 2010
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Autumn Meet
23-24 October
2010
Mountaineering Ireland’s Autumn
Meet will be hosted by the Belfast
Association of Rock-climbers and
Fell-runners (BARF) this year. It will
take place in Tollymore National
Outdoor Centre in the Mourne
Mountains on 23-24th October.
The theme will be “Healthy
Mountains, Healthy People.” The
programme will include a variety of
walks and climbs in the Mourne
Mountains as well as a host of
other features and entertainment.
Further details and registration
forms will be available from
www.mountaineering.ie.

Tollymore National Mountain Centre.

Correction
Donegal rockclimbing guide
In the appeal printed in IML 93 for
material for the new Donegal
rockclimbing guide there was an
error in the email address given for
the editor, Peter Cooper.
Information about routes can be
placed on the online guidebook on
the Colmcille Climbers website.
Other material, particularly of
historical interest, can be emailed
as links and jpegs to
retepcooper@yahoo.co.uk.

Leave No Trace
Water Workshop
BEVERLEY PIERSON
LeAVe NO TRACe IReLAND held a workshop
on water to offer people the chance to learn
more about the Leave No Trace message and
its application across a broad range of land and
water-based recreation activities. The event
incorporated Leave No Trace’s AGM and took
place on Saturday 22nd May at Lough Key
Forest Park in Boyle, Co Roscommon.
The principles of Leave No Trace apply to
many land-based activities such as mountain
biking, hillwalking, horse-riding, etc, but this
workshop focused on their application to
water-based activities.
The keynote speaker, John Kelly from
Invasive Species Ireland, introduced the risk of
land and water-based invasive species in
Ireland, an issue which is covered in the Leave
No Trace principle “Leave What You Find.”
John started by informing everyone about what
an invasive species actually is. He then went on
to talk about the different policies in place that
try to combat invasive species.
Next up were some of Ireland’s most
‘unwanted’ species, followed by an overview of
the Invasive Species Ireland project, which is a
joint venture between the Northern Ireland
environment Agency and the National Parks
and Wildlife Service to implement the
recommendations of the 2004 Invasive Species
Ireland Report.
Bill Murphy, chairman of Leave No Trace
Ireland, then gave a presentation to show how
Leave No Trace has as much application to the

seas and lakes of Ireland as to the mountains
and forests. He also pointed out that the Leave
No Trace message needs to be adapted for
water users so that they too can use it.
The next presentation was given by Ruairí Ó
Conchúir (Project Manager and Chair of
Mountaineering Ireland) who discussed a
project called MulkairLIFe and its incorporation
of the Leave No Trace principles. MulkairLIFe is
a new €1.75 million european Commissionfunded LIFe Nature project working on the
restoration of the Lower Shannon Special Area
of Conservation (Mulkair River catchment) for
Atlantic salmon, sea lamprey and european
otter. As part of the work of MulkairLIFe and as
part of the partnership-based approach to
restore degraded river habitats, a
comprehensive education programme was
launched in January 2010 with Leave No Trace
at its core.
Just before lunch Beverley Pierson (Leave No
Trace Ireland Project Officer) gave a brief
presentation on the key outputs of Leave No
Trace Ireland and its future work plans.
After lunch the first preview of the new Leave
No Trace Ireland DVD was shown (available
soon) and, as the sun shone outdoors, Vincent
McAlinden (Leave No Trace Master educator)
gave a demonstration of how to apply the
Leave No Trace principles to water and how
the techniques of Leave No Trace can help limit
the spread of invasive species.
The presentations from the event are now
available to download from www.leaveno
traceireland.org.

Upper Lake, Glendalough.
Photo: Patrick O’Sullivan.

Lost and found
A pair of prescription sunglasses
were found in the Western
Knockmealdown Mountains (along
the Avondhu Way on
Knockclugga) in March. Please
contact 086 4080884 for further
information.
18
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National Trails Day 2010
Join in the public events on a trail near you on Sunday, October 3rd
THIS YeAR’S National Trails Day will take place on Sunday,
October 3rd, across the island of Ireland.
National Trails Day is a cross-border celebration of the
wonderful variety of trails available for everyone to enjoy in some
of our most beautiful countryside, forests, mountains and lakes.
The primary objective of National Trails Day is to raise
awareness of outdoor trails.
From hillwalking to mountain biking, from horse-riding to
canoeing, everyone is encouraged to get outside this October
and make appropriate use of a local trail near to them.
Now in its third year, National Trails Day has grown from
strength to strength. In 2009, more than 10,000 people got out
into the countryside and enjoyed trails in a variety of ways.
Public events which were all offered free of charge included bat
walks, mountain-bike cycles, family orienteering, horse-riding,
canoeing and heritage walks, to name just a few. This year,

Coillte, the Department of Community, equality and Gaeltacht
Affairs, the National Trails Office and Fáilte Ireland will be
organising and marketing the day, with the Countryside Access
and Activities Network (CAAN) promoting events in Northern
Ireland. All organisations involved hope to build on the success
of last year and offer a fantastic range of exciting activities on a
trail near you.
All events organised for National Trails Day 2010 will be listed
on www.nationaltrailsday.ie. If your club would like to
organise an event for National Trails Day, email
info@nationaltrailsday.ie.

Heritage Week: linking club and community
OVeR THe NexT couple of months, Mountaineering
Ireland clubs have an excellent opportunity to raise their
profile and contribute to their local community by
organising an event for Heritage Week.
Heritage Week, from 21st-29th August 2010, is coordinated by the Heritage Council, to raise awareness of
our built, natural and cultural heritage. Clubs are
encouraged to arrange a public event and share their
local knowledge. It could be anything from a guided walk
to help people learn about wildlife, history and folklore, to
a lecture that celebrates our mountaineering heritage. To
find out more or register an event, go to
www.heritageweek.ie.

Great Spotted Woodpeckers
have recently started nesting
in Ireland’s woodlands.
Photo: Cóilín MacLochlainn.

The significance of cairns
We WILL MOSTLY all have been pleased
to see a summit cairn, possibly looming
out of the mist, signifying that we have
reached our objective and often a resting
place.
Further to a photograph published in a
recent edition of the Irish Mountain Log
depicting climbers relaxing on a cairn of
archaeological significance, we were
asked to point out that, aside from their
value as summit markers, some cairns
have been in situ for a very long time and
www.mountaineering.ie

may have an historical or religious
significance. Hillwalkers frequently use
cairns and monuments as resting places
and in the process may inadvertently
dislodge some of the materials with
which they have been constructed. Some
walkers may unfortunately remove
material from these cairns to create their
own “monuments.” People have even
been known to superimpose their own
“art” on precious prehistoric carvings.
We owe it to coming generations to

leave our heritage as intact as possible.
Some of these sites contain the remains
of prehistoric burials or were ritual sites of
sacred concourse for our ancestors.
It is strongly recommended that we
leave cairns untouched, not even
clambering on them, where we know
they are of historical or religious
significance.
The recent upsurge in outdoor
activities has meant that many of these
important sites are even more vulnerable.
Irish Mountain Log - Summer 2010
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Members of Clare Outdoor Club on
Carrauntoohil earlier this year as part
of their Four Peaks challenge to mark
the 25th anniversary of the club.

Clare Outdoor Club celebrates 25 years
HUGH CARTHY
CLARe OuTDOOR CLuB celebrates its
25th anniversary this year. Formed in 1985
by a small group of outdoor enthusiasts, it
has grown over the years and now has
over 100 members drawn from Clare, the
surrounding counties and from further
afield. Long-standing members of the club
include the current Mountaineering Ireland
Chairman, Ruairí Ó Conchúir, and a past
Chair of BOS, Pat Kenneally.
It has been a multi-activity club from the
start. Walking and rockclimbing shared the
early members’ attention with caving and a
variety of watersports, but while interest in
other activities has waxed and waned, the
hills have remained a focal point on the
club’s calendar.
The routine is well established; we
generally schedule walks every second
weekend, rotating between Connemara
and Kerry, with a few forays to the Galtees
and Comeraghs for variety. Alternate
weekends and some weekdays are filled
by anything from sea-kayaking to
windsurfing, moonwalks, cycling, bat
walks, archaeology walks, film- and
slideshows, and more leisurely rambles in
our own back yard, the Burren.
We also organise a number of
weekends away each year that allow us to
get into some of the hills that we wouldn’t
normally get to in Donegal, Cork, Wicklow,
Down and Antrim. We don’t confine
ourselves to the home patch and in recent
years we’ve organised long-weekend trips
to the mountains in places like Wales,
Scotland, england, France, Spain and
even Poland, where a memorable recent
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trip saw no less than 40 club members
enjoy four days of winter walking in
stunning conditions in the High Tatras!
On top of all this, the club has a very full
social calendar, the highlight of which is
the Summer Party. We used to feel
confident enough to schedule it as the
Summer Barbeque but the past three
years have forced an unwelcome re-think
and we have kept it local this year, heading
to Doolin on 26th June. In honour of the
special anniversary, we were delighted to
renew acquaintances with many past
members who turned up for the event.
Many club members are active outside
of the formal club structure and over the
past 25 years have ventured as far afield
as the Altai Mountains, M elbrus, Mt
Kenya, Kilimanjaro, Island Peak, everest
Base Camp, Aconcagua, Ama Dablam, Mt
Fuji and Denali.
Of course, none of this would have been
possible without a considerable investment
by individual members in training in the
necessary mountaineering, climbing, first
aid and leadership skills that are essential
for safety in the mountains. The ability to
sustain the club will always depend on the
personal enthusiasm of those members
who commit to acquiring those skills. In
fairness though, it’s not all selfless
enthusiasm; Mountaineering Ireland Alpine
Meets are great fun as well as
opportunities for full-on training!
In this age of instant communications,
we’ve had to change with the times.
Mobile phones are almost de rigueur now
and a web presence is expected, but
we’ve recently also been making use of an
online forum where club members can

keep up to date with what’s happening
inside and outside the club. In addition, we
are using internal subscription mailing lists
to target information more effectively at
sub-groups within the club. We have
recently resurrected the club newsletter
and, as well as distributing it monthly to
each member, we make it available to
download from our website, www.clare
outdoorclub.net. We also make use of an
external photo-sharing website to archive
members’ photographs, and there’s a link
to it on the website. We’ve found that the
website has been very useful in attracting
new members, both locally and from
overseas.
Finally, the club would like to send
special greetings on our 25th anniversary
to the volunteers of the Mountain Rescue
Teams north and south who provide us
with an essential safety net. unless I’m
mistaken, we’ve not had to call on their
services during our first 25 years. Long
may that continue but, if the worst should
come to the worst, it’s good to know that
they will be there for us. Many thanks and
keep up the good work!
• Hugh Carthy is Training Officer of Clare
Outdoor Club.

www.mountaineering.ie
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The Greater Ranges

South Face of K2 (8,611m).
The upper portion of the
Abruzzi Spur is on the
right skyline.

Age restrictions put in
place for Everest
THe LHASA-BASeD Chinese Tibet
Mountaineering Association (CTMA), a
branch of the Chinese Mountaineering
Association, has decided to ban people
under 18 years of age from climbing Mount
everest. The move was welcomed by the
Nepal Mountaineering Association and
supported by the uIAA.
The uIAA President Mike Mortimer said
that young mountaineers not only lacked
climbing “experience” but also maturity. The
decision was made following the ascent of
everest by 13-year-old Jordan Romero in
May.
However, Mortimer was critical of the
maximum age of 60 also set by the CTMA.
He said: “Many climbers over the age of 60
have safely climbed everest and other high
peaks. Although medical considerations
might present problems, the older climber
often has a wealth of experience missing
from younger people.”
The uIAA continues to encourage the
active participation of all ages and members
of society in climbing and mountaineering
and the freedom to participate in the sport
and enjoy the mountains.
According to Lindsay Griffin of the British
Mountaineering Council (BMC) writing on
the BMC website, it is not yet confirmed if
these age restrictions will also apply to
other high peaks on the Himalayan divide.
“Nine years ago, Nepali schoolboy Temba
Tshiri became the youngest everest
summiteer at the age of 16 (and 17 days)
but lost several toes and fingers to frostbite.
This put pressure on the Nepalese
Government to ban young climbers, and in
2003 it set a minimum age of 16. However,
there is currently no upper limit,” Griffin said.
“There do seem to be loopholes in the
Chinese regulations. In exceptional
circumstances the CTMA may issue a
permit to a mountaineer outside the
declared age range. Applications will be
considered from climbers outside this age
span if they can provide a medical
certificate showing they are fit enough to
make the ascent, though it is believed that
this is most likely aimed at climbers over
60.”
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Son of Alison Hargreaves to attempt K2
TOM BALLARD, 21-year-old son of the British mountaineer Alison Hargreaves,
who lost her life on K2 after reaching the summit in 1995, is planning to attempt to
climb the mountain his mother died on. Hargreaves had many mountaineering
firsts to her name, among them the first British woman to climb the north face of
the eiger, the first British woman to solo climb the north face of the Matterhorn and
the first British woman to climb Mount everest, unsupported and without oxygen.
She was the fifth British climber to reach the top of K2 (8,611m). Now her son,
Tom, intends to attempt several firsts also with his climb on K2, the climb being in
winter, unsupported and without oxygen. Accompanied by his father, Jim Ballard,
and his younger sister, Kate, Tom plans to travel out to Pakistan in December this
year to set up base camp in Concordia. The mountain has not so far been
successfully climbed in winter and only three expeditions have previously
attempted to climb it at that time of year. even climbing it in the summer is very
dependent on getting a ‘window’ in the weather, which is harsher and more
unpredictable than that on everest.

Search for Irvine’s body continues
DuNCAN CHeSSeLL, an Australian
climber who summitted everest for a
third time on May 26th, 2010, was
intending to look for Andrew Irvine’s
body during his descent of the mountain.
During his climb this year, he reported
that the north side of the mountain has
been stripped of much of the snow that
has been lying there for several years so
that this may have been the best chance
of finding Irvine’s body for some time.
British climbers George Mallory and
Andrew Irivine were last seen on June
8th 1924 on everest’s north-east ridge

only a few hundred yards from the
summit. Mallory’s body was found at
26,760ft but Irvine’s camera has never
been found. The hope is that it will be
found with Irvine’s body and that the film
in it can still be developed to confirm
whether the pair made it to the summit
or not before their deaths.
unfortunately, the poor conditions on
everest on the day his party summited
with a deep snowfall and high winds
prevented Chessell from attempting to
resolve the mystery surrounding the first
climbers to reach the summit.
www.mountaineering.ie
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Sam and Vanessa enjoy the quality climbing on
Acorn Buttress, Upper Glendalough.
Photo: Paul Swail.

Wicklow Youth Weekend
PAUL SWAIL
MARCH 26-28th. Weather-wise, it was a
truly stunning weekend. We stayed in the
Irish Mountaineering Club (IMC) hut,
located in the Glendasan Valley,
Glendalough and, with a slightly
unpredictable forecast, the group had to
keep optimistic all the way to Glendalough.
Most of the group arrived late on the
Friday evening, a lot of them having made
the long journey down from Northern
Ireland. Waking up on Saturday morning,
we were pleasantly surprised by the
sunshine and blue skies. This made
planning the events for that day reasonably
straightforward; all were in favour of
bouldering. This was the first taste of
outdoor bouldering for many of the youth,
so they were eager to get going.
The approach to the boulders is very
pleasant. It starts with a relaxing stroll
along Loch uachtair and, where the Loch
ends, you come across the remains of the
old mining works. This is the point at
which the boulders come into full view.
The excitement in the group was obvious
and we headed towards the ‘Big Jim’
boulder to warm up on. This boulder in
particular suited the group’s needs. There
are easy angled aspects, allowing Danny
O’Neill and myself to coach the group on
technique and footwork. There are also
steep angled aspects allowing us to look
at body position and encouraging use of
upper body strength. Many of the group
were surprised at the friction on the coarse
Wicklow granite.
www.mountaineering.ie

After the group had finished with the
problems on ‘Big Jim,’ we headed over to
the problems in the Path area. With
elbows, hips, wrists and fingers all warmed
up, the Base Camp Traverse was next on
the cards and it went down a treat. Close
to the ground, it provided great
entertainment for everyone. Many of the
youth battled ‘the pump’ to succeed in
ticking this problem.
In the Base Camp Traverse area there is
a great range of problems from slabs,
arêtes, sit starts, traverses and overhangs.
With this variety, along with friendly
landings, many of the group were
operating independently, spotting and
looking out for each other throughout.
With skin starting to thin due to the
numerous tries and the grating effect the
Wicklow granite has on your skin, we
headed to the ‘uberhang’ area to finish off.
This was great sport and, with arms
fading, this problem was a battle for
many – congratulations to the few who
succeeded.
After a fantastic fajita dinner, discussions
started on the plans for the next day. With
a lot of the kids missing a few layers of
skin on their finger tips, another day’s
bouldering wasn’t high on the cards. With
a clear forecast for the next day, the group
was keen to make the longer approach to
Glendalough Crag to hone their trad
climbing skills, mixed in with a bit of
bouldering in the afternoon, to see if they
could send some of their projects from the
day before.
We climbed on the Acorn Buttress, a

well-suited venue for looking at the skills
needed to ensure safety and competence
on mountain crags. The main crag at
Glendalough gave a fantastic backdrop for
the day, with parties climbing on classic
routes such as Sarcophagus and Spillikin
Ridge, inspiring for the young climbers in
our group.
Danny and I both led a few climbs,
getting different members of the group to
second the routes behind us. When each
of them arrived at the top we would put
them into the role of belayer. This allowed
all the group members to look at the gear
that was placed on lead by Danny and
myself, and at the systems that we were
using at the top. It can be a timeconsuming process but learning outcomes
are very high and the group clearly
benefited from this style of teaching. In the
afternoon a few of the group were keen to
boulder again, so we split the group in
half, with half going bouldering and half
looking at lead climbing in more detail.
Overall, it was a very enjoyable
weekend. The Glendalough valley is a
great venue for climbers of any discipline
and ability, the weather was on our side
and the group were all very enthusiastic.
Thanks to everyone who was involved and
to the parents who provided transport to
and from the hut.
• For information on future weekends,
contact the NI Youth Development Officer,
Paul Swail, paul.swail@mountaineering.ie,
or check out www.mountaineering.ie/
youth for upcoming events.
Irish Mountain Log - Summer 2010
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Irish Bouldering Championship 2010
ANGELA CARLIN
THe IRISH BOuLDeRING Championship
2010 took place at the Ozone climbing
wall, Belfast on Saturday 8th May. This
competition is a new addition to the Irish
Competition Climbing Calendar and it was
a big success, with 40 entries and a high
standard of competition in all categories.
The day started with a qualifying round
of seventeen problems, on which the
competitors were able to have unlimited
attempts. The problems were designed to
test every aspect of a competitor’s skills
and the harder ones included three steep

Rachel Cooper, Junior Female winner.

outings across the Ozone’s ‘barrel’
overhang, a technical overhanging arête
problem, tricky bridging and smearing up
a corner and an entertaining sideways
dyno.
Before too long the senior male final
was taking shape, with Rob and Dave
Hunter, eddie Barbour and Jake Haddock
completing all seventeen qualifying
problems and eddie Cooper, Tim Mc
Glinchey and Andrew Colligan (Junior
Male) ticking 16 of the 17. In the senior
female category, competition was really
tight and the top five women had to battle
almost until time was called on the
qualifying problems to make it into the
final. In the end the five finalists, all of
whom had ticked 14 of the 17 qualifying
problems, were Katie Maxwell, Lucy
Mitchell, Veronica Lee, Patricia Fox and
24
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Jake Haddock on Final Problem 1.

Joan Mulloy. They were joined in the final
by Rachel Cooper (Junior Female).
The Junior places were decided on the
qualifying problems only, with the top
scoring Juniors, Rachel Cooper and
Andrew Colligan, taking part in the Senior
Finals. Joint second in the male Juniors
went to Dominic Burns and Jamie Rankin,
with Yolanda Woods 2nd and Vanessa
Woods 3rd in the female Juniors.
The format for the final was that
competitors had five problems to
complete, with a five minute time period
on each and five minutes rest in between.
Veronica Lee was first out of isolation and
completed problem 1, a tricky arête, on
her second attempt, making it look easy!
As the rest of the female competitors took

Next it was time for the male final, after
the already hard problems had had a few
more holds removed.
Rob Hunter, eddie Barbour and Jake
Haddock all topped problem 1, with
eddie Cooper reaching the bonus hold.
Almost everyone topped problem 2.
Number 3 was completed by Rob Hunter,
eddie Barbour and eddie Cooper, though
any points for style/showing off have to
go to eddie Cooper, who managed to
find a handy knee bar and reach
completely statically to the sloper above
the lip of the overhang. Problem 4
stumped everyone, leaving problem 5 as
the decider. In the end, Rob Hunter
reached the bonus on his 1st attempt,
while eddie Barbour latched it on his 2nd,
leaving Rob and eddie in 1st and 2nd
place respectively. eddie Cooper came
3rd and won’t be getting a veterans
category, if he keeps climbing like this!
A huge thank-you to everyone who

Eddie Cooper on Final Problem 3.

Eddie Barbour on the deciding problem.

helped to make the event a success,
especially to the route-setter, Percy
Bishton, and to Belfast City Council
and Surf Mountain, who kindly provided
sponsorship and prizes for the event. –
(Angela Carlin, Coaching Development
Officer, Northern Ireland)

their attempts it became clear that the
battle to qualify for the final had taken its
toll on everyone’s energy reserves.
Veronica’s superb performance on the first
problem ended up clinching victory for
her, while Joan and Patricia shared
second place with one bonus hold each.
www.mountaineering.ie
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Beware of ticks carrying Lyme Disease
DR PATRICK O’SULLIVAN
TICK-BORNe DISeASeS are increasing in Ireland and are a
potential risk for people who engage in outdoor activities such as
walking or climbing. In europe, Lyme disease is the most
common of these tick-borne diseases and it can result in a
debilitating chronic illness, if not recognised and treated at an
early stage.
Lyme disease or borreliosis is a bacterial infection that is spread
by the bite of an infected tick. Ticks are small spider-like insects
that are increasingly found in woodland, moorland and other
grassy areas, where they live close to the ground. They feed on
the blood of small animals such as mice and small birds. The
climate changes in Ireland in recent years, including the increasing
temperature and humidity, are improving the habitats for these
ticks with the increasing growth of the vegetation.
People who walk in forested or grassy areas are at greatest risk
of being bitten and of possibly developing Lyme
disease. There are possibly 50-100
cases of Lyme disease in Ireland
each year now, most of which
occur in the summer and
autumn.
The first symptom of Lyme
disease is usually a rash
(erythema migrans) that can
appear 3-30 days after a tick
bite. It may be at the site of the tick
bite or it may be elsewhere. It starts as
a small red dot that grows larger with time
and then often fades in the centre to produce the typical ‘bulls
eye’ appearance. However, this rash is not always present.
Some patients develop flu-like symptoms which include fever,
chills, headaches, a stiff neck, fatigue, and muscle and joint pains.
untreated, a more severe form of the disease may develop in
which the heart, joints or nervous system can be affected. Some
patients can go on to develop a post-infection syndrome
resembling the chronic fatigue syndrome.
Lyme disease can be treated effectively with antibiotics, if
diagnosed at an early stage. If you have recently been bitten by a
tick and notice a rash, you should get checked out by your
doctor. Antibiotics can clear the rash and prevent the
development of complications.
Of course, prevention is better than cure. Simple measures that
walkers and climbers can take to reduce the risk of being infected
include:

•
•
•
•

Wearing long trousers, tucked into your socks or boots, and
long-sleeved shirts, when walking in grassy, bushy or wooded
areas.
Applying a DeeT-containing tick repellent to any exposed
areas of the skin and spraying it onto outer clothing before
any activities in the countryside.
Inspecting the skin and clothing for ticks after walking in
grassy, bushy or wooded areas.
Removing a tick as soon as possible after being bitten, by
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Tick rash.
Photo: Courtesy of
CDC/James Gadany.

•

grasping it as close to the skin as possible.
If the area where the tick was attached becomes inflamed,
consult with your doctor.

In conclusion, the best advice is that, if you are bitten by a tick
and develop a rash or become unwell, you should consult with your
doctor and let him/her know that you have been bitten by a tick.
• For more information, there is a leaflet you can download from
the Health Protection Surveillance Centre’s website,
www.hpsc.ie/hpsc/A-Z/LymeDisease.

Newly published maps
We HAVe JuST received Wicklow Mountains West and
Lugnaquillia & Glendalough, the second and third maps of the
four planned by east West Mapping that will cover the Wicklow
Mountains at 1:30,000. The final map, Wicklow Mountains east,
will appear early next year.
The maps are water resistant and in the same style as The
Dublin Mountains sheet published last year (See review, Irish
Mountain Log, Summer 2009). A review will follow in the
Autumn 2010 Irish Mountain Log.
* * * * * *
Two sheets of the 4th edition Discovery series maps are also now
in the shops: 56 Wicklow and 78 Kerry. The only obvious
changes are:
• The introduction of colour spots on summits; red for summits
over 600m, brown for 400-595m, and green below 400m
with a prominence of 150m.
• New symbols for coniferous, natural, and mixed woodland.
• Symbols for waymarked walks and trailheads, and cycle
routes.
In addition, the Seven Principles of Leave No Trace are listed on
these maps and the paper is improved but still not waterproof.
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Don’t mention the weather!
Ronan Browner attempts an unclimbed route on Patagonia’s Cerro San Lorenzo
Cerro San Lorenzo
from base camp.
Photo:
Ronan Browner.
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T

he original plan had
been to climb Mount
FitzRoy via the
Super Couloir route or
maybe via the Cassarotto,
but word filtered through
from an unsuccessful
expedition led by Mick
Fowler. They had recently
returned from Patagonia
where they had been
thwarted by the weather on
a more remote mountain,
Cerro San Lorenzo.

At 3,706m, the summit of Cerro San
Lorenzo is the second-highest peak in
the Patagonian Andes. Its massive
unclimbed East Face stands 1,200m
high, 6km wide, steep and threatened
by 100 to 200m cornices. Projecting
from the southern end of this face is
the Pilar Sur. We pored over photos of
its 1,000m+ clean granite walls. The
decision was easily made and fresh
plans were put in place.
On December 13th, 2009, the
expedition team – Tim Marsh and Pete
Irish Mountain Log - Summer 2010

Davis from England, ‘Aussi’ Rob Baker
and the Irish contingent, Donie
O’Sullivan and myself – assembled in
El Calafate, a small town at the heart
of Patagonia’s rapidly growing tourist
industry.
To everyone’s surprise we managed
to cram our baggage, four week’s
worth of food, five passengers and a
driver into an unlikely looking
Hyundai people carrier, hired through
a local tour operator. We travelled
north, trundling over the loose surface
of the unpaved Ruta 40. After seven
hours of gravel road and parched
deserted plains, the mountains rose
abruptly ahead. Our objective, Cerro
San Lorenzo, came impressively into
view, its two distinctive summits
separated by the long East Face. The
obligatory high winds were evident, as
cloud formed on the summit and
rolled downward, obscuring the North
Face and the East Ridge.
Continuing eastward, we passed
through the Perito Moreno National
Park. The road progressively worsened
until our progress was eventually
stopped by a fast-flowing river.
Over the next couple of days our
human mule train settled into the

arduous task of establishing a base
camp at Pio San Lorenzo, 12km
further up the valley. This crude
galvanised shack almost offers the
perfect base camp. Set between an
idyllic lush green meadow and a copse
of trees, it is situated just out of range
of the mountain’s own self-inflicted
weather system. A fifteen-minute walk
gave easy access to a field of massive
granite boulders, which offered an
abundance of excellent problems. The
one advantage Pio San Lorenzo did not
offer was proximity to our objective,
the East Face of the Pilar Sur.

Long gruelling trek
The following day, Donie and I
loaded up and set out for the Pilar Sur.
We made a late start, having lunch
before we left. Thinking the Pilar Sur
was only fifteen relatively level
kilometres away, we were in for a
shock. After eight hours inching our
way across the gruelling terrain of icy
rivers, steep talus slopes, glacial
moraine, glacier ice and soft snow,
we’d had enough and ground to a halt.
In the morning, we marched on for a
further four hours, across the glacier’s
desolate landscape, before reaching the
www.mountaineering.ie

base of the Pilar Sur. We had hoped to
get a view of what we might be up
against, but the upper half of the
whole of the East Face was obscured
by dark cloud, which showed no sign
of lifting. We stashed our gear under a
pile of rocks big enough to hold off a
biblical storm and, with empty packs,
we navigated an easier path back
through the moraine.
While we had been up on the
glacier, Tim, Rob and Pete had braved
some strong winds and climbed Cerro
Hermoso (2,500m). They had
summited on a Patagonian peak while
we, by leaving our gear up at the Pilar
Sur, were committed to our expedition
objective. The weather would
determine whose strategy would pay
off.
Weather is the elusive key to
climbing in Patagonia. It would be
hard to overstate the potential ferocity
of the winds. Their intensity is
difficult to relate to the scale of our
own temperate climate. If we were
caught on the mountain in a rapidly
deteriorating weather system, our
ropes would be flying in every
direction but down, and escape could
become extremely difficult.
There are high-pressure systems
that pass through, bringing clear blue
skies and still air for three or even four
days, but a climber is as likely to
spend a month waiting patiently for a
weather window and still go home
empty-handed.
Rob had borrowed a satellite phone,
which we were using to receive daily
weather reports. A friend in Sheffield
was checking our local weather on a
website and texting us the figures.
These figures were meticulously
studied and compared with the
previous day’s projections, with what
we were actually experiencing in base
camp and, more importantly, with
what we could see happening on the
mountain. Unfortunately, we couldn’t
see the mountain for all the weather
that was happening up there.
We spent Christmas huddled in the
shack, out of the wind and rain. Rob
demonstrated his culinary skills and
mastery over the volatile MSR stove by
cooking calzone pizza, which we
washed down with mugs of mulled
wine from a simmering pot on the
open fire.

Rare puma sighted
St Stephen’s Day arrived with a
dump of snow and a promising longrange forecast. The snow stopped
www.mountaineering.ie
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The South Face of Cerro
San Lorenzo viewed from
the South Ridge.
Note the three climbers
on the ice field – one part
of the team.
Photo: Ronan Browner.

“

We couldn’t see the mountain for all
the weather happening up there . ”

falling a day later and, on the day after
that, we ventured back up onto the
glacier. The fresh snow made the hard
terrain even more difficult. Low on the
glacier we caught a very rare sighting
of a puma. The contrasting snow
exposed its normally well-camouflaged
silhouette, as it moved down the
glacier in slow, powerful strides, less
than a hundred metres away.
We continued up the glacier to a
vantage point from where we could

assess the conditions. Our options
were not good. The rock faces were
‘blutered’ with melting snow and the
steep gullies were threatened by too
much unconsolidated powder. It
would take several cold nights to
reduce the potential avalanche risk to
an acceptable level.
The good weather arrived and we
saw Cerro San Lorenzo, without
cloud, for the first time. Pete, Tim and
Rob made a probable first ascent of a
Irish Mountain Log - Summer 2010
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On the South Ridge.
Photo: Ronan Browner.

On the East Face of
Cerro San Lorenzo.
Photo: Ronan Browner.

“

We charged at the mountain ,
punching holes up a snow slope . ”

basalt spire that perched on top of a
nearby mountain, a three-hour hike
from base camp. With our gear still
stashed under the Pilar Sur, Donie and
I had to settle for another day’s
bouldering to maintain our sanity.
Our time was now getting short.
Forecasts were studied less critically
for the slightest of possibilities. The
3rd of January, if viewed optimistically,
could offer a chance. There wasn’t a
high-pressure system, as such, and the
precipitation figures were high, but the
crucial wind speeds were predicted to
be low. The precipitation forecasts to
date had been less than reliable so, as
we ran out of time and options, it had
to be worth a try.
New Year’s Eve was passed with a
bottle of whisky, and New Year’s Day
was spent nursing the subsequent
hangovers. We stirred ourselves into
action on January 2nd and moved
back up to the Pilar Sur.
Our objective, the East Face, was
still wet with melting snow and did
not look promising. From
photographs, we knew that on the far
side of the South Ridge above us there
was an ice field and a couloir that
could lead to the summit. It had to be
a better option, given the conditions.
Alarms were set for four the following
morning. As we awoke it began to
rain. It didn’t stop for another
twenty-four hours.

We go for it
We woke up with a shock at six
thirty the following morning. The sun
was beaming down on the tent.
Unprepared, we wolfed breakfast,
threw gear into bags and launched
ourselves. Unleashed, we charged at
the mountain, punching holes up the
steep snow slope towards a clear blue
sky. We were finally going to get our
chance!
Donie and I went right into what
looked like a system of ledges that
would bring us around to a low point
on the ridge. Pete led Rob and Tim up
a more direct line above. Our
deceptive system of ledges turned into
five pitches of loose vertical rock. I
took a fall on the third pitch as a large
ledge disappeared from under me.
Escaping with minor cuts and bruises,
I arrived at the top of the ridge to see
the other team far in the distance.
They were already half-way up the
first ice field on the South Face.
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We abseiled down the far side of the
ridge and crossed to the base of the
South Face. We climbed the lower ice
field, moving together, belayed briefly
at the base of the couloir and moved
on again. The others were pitching
their way up the mountain in rope
lengths. We were gaining ground. As
we passed them, they were setting up
an abseil point for their descent. It was
seven o’clock and, with three hours of
daylight left, difficult ground ahead,
cold and no means of weathering a
night on the mountain, they could not
see themselves summiting. We pushed
on, prepared to spend a long night
finding out what the mountain had in
store.

We hit a dead end
As light faded, our progress was
abruptly halted by a vertical wall of
rock, plastered with a thick layer of
hoar frost and rime, which rose up
above us. Donie scoured the surface,
searching in vain for a rock belay. All
of its promising features bottomed out
into blank corners. The climbing
above would be at least as hard as
either of us had climbed in winter
conditions and it didn’t appear to offer
any protection. We hadn’t brought a
bolt kit with us and, without gear, it
wasn’t a reasonable proposition.
We were attempting an ambitious
new route on an unclimbed peak
completely on-sight. The weather
hadn’t even given us an opportunity to
view the potential lines and put a plan
together. We were forced to blindly
follow our noses. It was hardly
surprising that we had now hit a dead
end. If there was a line it was now
below us, so either way we had to go
down.
As our retreat gathered its own slow
momentum, we stopped looking for
another line of weakness above with
any real conviction. We were getting
off the mountain. As we descended
into darkness, the wind gathered and
the temperature dropped. Spindrift
was now blasting up the mountain
from below, stinging our faces and
forcing its way under our clothing.
I was pulling my bare hands out of
warm mitts to set up Abalokov belays
and popping them back in before the
cold set in. At the third or fourth
abseil station, my mitts filled with
spindrift. Once wet, they became
useless. When I had finished the next
www.mountaineering.ie
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Abalokov, my hands had become cold. I
warmed them a little (but not enough; I was
too focused on getting down) and switched
to a dry but lighter pair of Schoeller gloves,
designed to give more dexterity than
warmth. My hands continued to cool.
As we reached the ice field, my lower
fingers, which had been pressed into the
snow and ice as they gripped the ends of my
ice axes, felt stiff and numb. I hadn’t realised
it was happening but now there was
something very wrong and there was
nothing that could be done about it until we
got off the steep South Face. We reached the
relative shelter of the south ridge at 4:30am.
Huddled behind a boulder, out of the
wind, we pulled our bothy bag down over
us. Donie sorted ropes and got the stove
going. I sat with my hands slowly defrosting
in my armpits and attempted to endure the
dreaded reheats. After two hours, Donie
forced me back onto my feet. We were still
on the mountain and the wind was forecast
to strengthen.

The East Face
of the Pilar Sur.
Photo: Ronan Browner.

Serious cold burns
We collapsed back into the tent at
11:00am and rested there for a day before
returning to base camp. I carried my hands
in big mitts to protect the large blisters that
were swelling up from the cold burns.
Bursting a blister would open the frostbite
injuries up to infection. Almost everything
now had to be done for me; my hands were
practically useless.
Over the next couple of days we packed
our gear out to the set-down point by the
river. Our driver finally arrived three
anxious hours after the appointed time. He
was the first person, outside of our small
team, that we had seen in nearly four weeks.
With typical Argentinean generosity, he had
brought us ham sandwiches, which we
gratefully ate while he returned us to
civilisation.
Now, as I write this four weeks on, the
‘wooden’ lumps beyond the first joint of five
of my fingers are beginning to soften and
feeling is gradually returning. The fingernails
are about to fall off, but fortunately that is all
I will lose and they should grow back. I am
well on the way to a full recovery and I have
been very lucky. g

This Irish attempt on the East Face of Cerro San Lorenzo
was generously supported by Mountaineering Ireland.

Ronan Browner is an experienced high
altitude climber who has participated in
several overseas expeditions.
www.mountaineering.ie

Nursing cold burns.
Photo: Ronan Browner collection.
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Walking in Northern Ireland

Ross Millar extols the joys of hillwalking in the North

The Mountains
of Mourne.
Photo: Walk NI.

North Antrim
coastal scene.
Photo: Ross Millar.
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or nine years of the
1990s, I headed the
Access and
Countryside Recreation Unit
within the Northern Ireland
Government. I actually
worked for the Department
of the Environment but there
were times, I have to admit,
that it felt more like the
Ministry of Silly Walks (for
younger readers, just
YouTube ‘Monty Python’).
More on that aspect later.

F

Naturally, in every sense, high up
the slopes of Slieve Gallion near
Cookstown in late October, socks still
on (it’s a man thing!), camera on selftimer, ‘ready,’ so to speak, and
suddenly over the hilltop comes an
Army helicopter sweeping low. It’s
amazing what goes through your
mind, faster than any computer, in
terms of a ‘reasonable’ storyline.
However, suffice to say it simply flew
on and my naked truth and acute
embarrassment were salvaged, until
the subsequent submission of the
assignment, that is!
Undeterred, and now thankfully for
all concerned, invariably closely
swathed in Polartec and Gore-Tex, I

continued my lifetime of hillwalking.
When I first ventured to the Lake
District or Snowdonia in the 1980s,
what was so obvious was the sheer
numbers of people and all the
paraphernalia of cafés, B&Bs and gear
shops. There was nowhere in Ireland
that had anything to compare with
this. However, what we did have
throughout Ireland was a hugely
diverse landscape with glorious hills
and mountains embracing the weather
and often just kissing the sea. Through
a combination of timing, luck and
enthusiasm, in the early ‘90s I landed
my Access and Countryside Recreation
job, soon discovering the inadequacies
and indeed vagaries of Northern

We, of course, had ‘the Troubles’ and
the social and physical legacy of
decades of violence. Outside of a few
safe havens such as the Mournes, the
Giant’s Causeway and our Country
and Forest Parks, you didn’t venture
much off the beaten track. I remember
well my own first ‘military experience.’
I lived near the Sperrins and had
begun hillwalking in my teens as a Boy
Scout. On leaving school I went to Art
College ‘across the water.’ Socially and
attitudinally, everything there was just
so different. My first photographic
assignment (from my hippy
Californian lecturer) was to produce a
nude self-portrait ‘reflecting your
favourite environment.’ This was
supposed to be a class ‘ice-breaker’
(and it was!).
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Ireland’s access legislation and the
difficulty of both creating a secure
access infrastructure and promoting it
to visitors and locals alike.
I remember well the visit of one of
the then writers for The Great Outdoors
(now TGO) to the Mournes and how
he marvelled that this was such an
undiscovered treasure. An article duly
appeared and indeed promised
sponsorship of an Access Conference
which then all evaporated after a
bomb 30 miles from the conference
hotel. If ‘the Troubles’ ended, we
(Northern Ireland) were assured of
thousands of visitors from Britain.
However, he had clearly not counted
on the still continuing rip-off that is
ferry prices on the North Channel
compared to the English Channel
(where, this summer, they are
currently as low as £19 each way for a
car and four people!).

For more on
walking in
Northern Ireland,
see Walk NI insert
in this issue of the
Irish Mountain Log
Through the subsequent production
of a National Recreation Strategy and
the fortunate availability of funds, we
were able to both establish the
Countryside Access and Activities
Network (CAAN) and seduce (using
as much as 100% grants) key local
authorities into action. The end result
is that, with changed political times as
well, we can now market Northern
Ireland confidently as a walking
destination, and the colourful
enclosure in this edition of the Irish
Mountain Log is a testament to this.
We have a network of Waymarked
Ways and other routes set within
beautiful landscapes and now
complete with those all-important
coffee stops and places to stay.
Increasingly, and particularly from the
Republic, people are coming. When
the Newry bypass is complete, the
flood gates will open!
I have enjoyed many beautiful and
memorable walks all over Northern
Ireland. I love the sheer splendour of
the Mournes; the freshness of the
Causeway Coast with the sea breeze;
the headlands and the glimpses of the
Isles; and Fermanagh will always hold
a special place in my heart because of
www.mountaineering.ie

its own magic of contrasts. Add to all
that the changes in the seasons and
the light and, somewhat like being on
Desert Island Discs, I would find it
really hard to choose my favourites.
Slieve Bearnagh in the Mournes is
certainly up there for me, but there
are many others as well.
In this later part of my life, I am
keen not only to ensure that such
places remain accessible and enjoyed
but that they are valued and looked
after. That is why I give of my time to
Mountaineering Ireland and other
bodies. I, myself, am a bit of a lone
walker or a small-group man at most.
I like the space and the ability to
dawdle if I want. As with Thoreau,
“Me thinks that the moment my legs
begin to move, my thoughts begin to
flow,” and I’m also with Hippocrates
in believing that “Walking is man’s
best medicine.”
My father was sadly unable to walk
for most of his life, due to bone
disease after a football injury, so to me
it is simply a blessing.
Aldous Huxley said his father
considered a walk among the
mountains as the equivalent of
church-going. It certainly means that
to me and I recall a funny incident
when asked years back by a local
councillor for whose organisation I
then worked, “What Church do you
attend?”, the look of sheer
bewilderment when I replied “Jesus
Christ and Latter Day Mountains.” He
probably thought I was a Mormon!

Whatever your reason for walking,
whether with friends or in a club, get
out there and come up north when
you can. We have felt like lepers for
too long and you will be welcome.
Walk this way! g
Ross Millar is from Belfast and has
been a mountaineer from an early
age. He has been Honorary Secretary
of Mountaineering Ireland and served
as interim Caretaker Manager.
Dedicated to Dermot Leonard, ‘Mr Access
Grants,’ who died way too young and before
he could find clever ways to give much more
money away! We need more like him.

Bearnagh in the
Mournes.
Photo: Ross
Millar.

The late Dermot
Leonard (left) with
Ross Millar in the
Mournes.
Photo: Ross Millar
collection.
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Dianshiúlóid ‘sna Dolaimítigh
Emer Ní Bhrádaigh describes Na Cnocadóirí’s hut-to-hut trip
in the Dolomites in August 2009
Setting off from La Villa
on the long hard slog
up to Rifugio Lavarella
(2,050m).
Photo: Emer Ní
Bhrádaigh.

s leor trí léine.
Bhuel, b’fhéidir
go dtabharfaidh
mé liom an ceathrú
ceann. Ach ciallaíonn sé
sin go mbeidh mo
mhála níos troime.
Gach rud a thugaim
liom go haerphort Átha
Cliath, beidh sé liom ar
mo dhroim go ceann
seachtaine. Mairfidh mé
gan an ceathrú léine;
bhuel níl ann ach an
cúpla céad gram eile.
Beidh mé go breá.’

‘I

Sin a cheap mé. Ach bhí laetha ar an
turas álainn seo go raibh fonn orm mo
mhála a chaitheamh uaim, suí síos
faoin scáth agus fanacht ar mhiorúilt.
Ach threabh mé liom agus shrioch mé
ceann scríbe gach lá. Tugann an dúlra,
32
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an tírdhreach, an solas, an spéir, na
srutháin agus dar ndóigh na sléibhte
maorga spreagadh, fuinneamh agus
ardú meanman dom. Nach iontach dul
suas suas suas, agus ag binn an
tsléibhe teacht ar radharc álainn eile –
gleann eile, sliabhraon eile, tír eile fiú.
Nach iontach tú féin a fhuascailt ó
ghnáthriachtanais an tsaoil – an carr,
na héadaí faiseanta, na bróga deasa, na
seoda, an smidiú. Nach iontach an saol
a shimpliú agus teagmháil níos fearr a
dhéanamh le nádúr Dé.
Club lánGhaelach é Na Cnocadóirí,
agus táimid ag siúl le chéile le tamall
de bhlianta. Siúlann muid go rialta i
gCill Mhantáin, agus bíonn cúpla turas
sa bliain againn go sliabhraonta eile in
Éirinn agus sa Bhreatain Mhór. Uair sa
bhliain téann muid thar lear agus an
samhradh seo caite thugamar faoi na
Dolaimítigh i dtuaisceart na hIodáile.
Bhí seisear déag sa bhuíon agus dhear
ár dtreoraí Rory McGinley siúlóid ó
bhrú go brú ag tosú in Sëlva
Gherdëina (Wolkenstein sa
Ghearmáinis; Selva di Val Gardena san
Iodáilis) agus ag críochnú in Drei
Zinnen Hütte/Rifugio Locatelli. D’eitil
muid go München na Gearmáine agus

bhí mionbhus curtha in áirithe ag Rory
le muid a thabhairt go Sëlva
Gherdëina, turas ceithre uair an chloig
trí Innsbruck na hOstaire.
Ceann de na rudaí is suimiúla faoin
siúl sléibhe ná na mionteangacha agus
na canúintí éagsúla a labhrann pobail
na sléibhte. Tá cuid de na Dolaimítigh
in Südtirol, ceantar inarb í an
Ghearmáinis an phríomhtheanga.
Bhíomar ag siúl ó phobail a labhrann
Gearmáinis go pobail a labhrann
Iodáilis, ach thosaigh ár dturas in Sëlva
Gherdëina, áit a labhartar Ladin –
mionteanga a d’eascair as an Laidin,
agus a labhrann thart ar 30,000 duine
í ó dhúchas. Ó aois naoi mbliana ar
aghaidh foghlaimíonn gach páiste
scoile in Gherdëina agus Val Badia
ceithre theanga ar scoil – Ladin,
Gearmáinis, Iodáilis agus Béarla.
Táimid in áit na leathphingine anseo
in Éirinn.
An chéad oíche, d’fhanamar i dteach
ósta beag an-fháiltiúil – Garni
Lanzinger – ag féachaint suas le dúil ar
na sléibhte, muid ar fad ar bís le tosú.
An lá dar gcionn thosaíomar amach ar
bhealach breá éasca – ar an ngondola ó
Passo Pordoi go Sass Pordoi – ardú de
www.mountaineering.ie
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700 méadar. Bhíomar anois ag tosú ag
siúl ag 2,950 méadar! Bhí siúlóid
álainn againn ar bharr an domhain –
sléibhte le feiceáil, ceann scríbe le
feiceáil. Bhíomar sna flaithis. Dhá uair
an chloig nios déanaí bhíomar in
Rifugio Boé/Barnberger Hütte
(3,152m) don lón. Deis taitneamh a
bhaint as an radharc agus as cultúr an
tsléibhteora. Daoine ag teacht agus ag
imeacht; ag féachaint ar
léarscáileanna, ag socrú an mála
droime, ag féachaint ar na
seanphictiúir de dhaoine a bhí níos
láidre, níos scafánta, níos cróga ná
muide, nach raibh an treallamh
compordach nua-aimseartha acu atá
againne.
An tráthnóna sin shroicheamar
Rifugio Pisciadú (2,587m). Tús maith;
béile deas; comhluadar deas; codladh
sámh. Ar maidin, bhí na málaí
pacáilte, an seomra glanta, bricfeasta
ite, uachtar gréine ar an aghaidh agus
ar na géaga agus muid réidh le fágáil
faoina 9:00. Thart ar a 9:00; bhuel
thart ar 9:30, is dócha. Bíonn
moilleadóir éigin ann i gcónaí, mé féin
ina measc go minic. Bhí ár dtriail
anois ar Rifugio Puez/Puezhütte. Ar
dtús bhí dreapadh fada síos an chéad
Klettersteig/Via Ferratta againn go
Passo Gardena/Grödner Joch
(2,121m). Dúshlán taitneamhach iad
na bealaí seo ina bhfuil ráillí nó hanlaí
miotail ceangailte go dlúth leis an
gcarraig le cabhrú leat do bhealach a
dhéanamh suas nó síos. Is le linn an
Chéad Chogaidh Domhanda a
forbraíodh na ‘bealaí miotail’ seo le
cabhrú le saighdiúirí ag troid ar an
bhfronta.
Bhí Apfelstrudel deas againn in
Passo Gardena mar lón saothair agus
d’fhuinneamh le tabhairt faoin
ndreapadh arais go barr sléibhte thar
Chespeinajoch, le radharc deas ar loch
Chespeina, go Rifugio Puez (2,475m).
Bhí lá an-dian againn an lá dar
gcionn – bhí orainn dul síos go La
Villa (1,468m) le dul ó shliabhraon

www.mountaineering.ie

amháin go ceann eile. Shábháil muid
ár nglúine trí Sesselbahn nó cathaoir
chábla a thógáil síos cúpla céad
méadar ó La Sponata. Gabhaim
buíochas le mo chairde a chuir ina luí
orm gurb fhearr seo os rud é go raibh
tráthnóna an-fhada os ár gcóir le
dreapadh de 1,100m fós le déanamh.
Bím ró-uaillmhianach uaireannta!
Nach mise a bhí ar chúl an tráthnóna
ar fad!

Ag súil le míorúilt
B’é seo an lá a raibh mé ag súil le
míorúilt. Míorúilt nár thárla. Suas suas
suas linn go Forcella de Medesc
(2,533m) agus ar aghaidh linn go mall
réidh go dtí gur shroicheamar barr an
ghleanna, áit a raibh Rifugio Lavarella
(2,050m) le feiceáil suite in Alm
álainn ar fad. Mar gur féidir teacht ar
an Rifugio seo i gcarr bíonn an áit lán
le teaghlaigh le páistí. Agus b’fhéidir
gurb é an rud is deise do bhuíon
siúlóirí ná an rogha leathan bia. Bhí na
seomra codlata breá compordach, an
seomra folctha chomh deas is a
bheadh i dteach taispeántais nua. B’é
seo an áit a b’fhearr leis na léinte agus
stocaí salacha a nígh! B’fhiú go mór
filleadh ar an Rifugio seo! Ach
b’fhéidir ar chasán níos éasca?
An lá dar gcionn bhí lón againn in
Rifugio Fodara Vedla (1,966m), sular
shiúlamar thar cúpla loch agus muid
ag siúl a bheag nó a mhór ag an aon
airde – thar Loch Lé Casun, Loch
Remeda rossa, agus Loch Gran de
Foses. Ba mhaith gur bhain muid anleas agus an-taitneamh as Rifugio
Lavarella an oíche roimh ré. Bhí brú i
bhfad níos bunúsaigh againn an oíche
sin: Rifugio Biella/Seekofelhüette

(2,327m), áit nach raibh aon chith
ceart ná fiú uisce te! Ach comhluadar
an-deas. Is nós le siúlóirí brat beag a
bhronnadh ar bhrúanna anois is aris,
agus is anseo a roghnaíomarna brat
beag na gCnocadóirí a bhronnadh ar
fhoireann an bhrú – teaghlach a
chaitheann an samhradh sa bhrú beag
simplí ag freastal go fonnmhar ar
shiúlóirí éagsúla gach oíche. Beidh
blaisín beag den Ghaeilge agus de na
Gaeil anseo ag fáiltiú roimh
chuairteoirí, cuid acu ag rá lena chéile
‘meastú cén teanga í sin?’, cuid acu
breá bródúil agus sásta cuid dá bhfód
dúchais a fheiceáil chomh fada i gcéin.
Cuir scéal chugainn má fheiceann tú
ár brat glas ann!
Sléibhte aolchloiche iad na
Dolaimítigh. Tá siad lom, maorga,
dramatúil, géar, an-gheal, gan mórán
fásra, ach le pócaí glasa le feiceáil ó am
go ham thíos sa ghleann. Is deas an tathrú ó phortaigh na hÉireann! Tá an

The wonderful
Stolla Alm (1,900m)
near Rifugio
Vallandro, open for
fresh Apfelstrudel,
juice and coffee
served by the
owner’s daughter.
Photo: Emer Ní
Bhrádaigh.

At Fassa Hut
(2,152m) on Day 1.
Photo: Emer Ní
Bhrádaigh.
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The tough path
around the
Strudelkopf near
Rifugio Vallandro.
Photo: Emer
Ní Bhrádaigh.

Na Cnocadóirí fly
their flag near
Rifugio Puez
(2,475m).
Photo: Emer
Ní Bhrádaigh.

charraig chomh géar sin gur fiú
lámhainní a chaitheamh ar an
Klettersteig, nó in aon áit gur gá duit
greim a bhreith ar an gcarraig. Feictear
an Murmeltier/marmotte go minic, na
chamois agus corr-éan. I gcuid de na
gleannta tá caoire, capaill, ba agus
gabhair ar féarach. Nach méanar
dóibh gur féidir leo an samhradh a
chaitheamh ann gan aon fhuaim ach
corr-chlog bó, nó corr-shiúlóir ag
déanamh iontais den radharc.
Lá éasca a bhí againn ar an cúigiú lá

– thart ar ceithre nó cúig uair an
chloig siúlóide, ach cuid de andeacair, timpeall ar Hohe Gaisl/Croda
Rossa. Ina dhiaidh sin bhíomar sa
bhforaois agus in Alm álainn Stolla, áit
a bhfuil teach feirme beag inar féidir
Apfelstrudel úr a fháil, iníon óg an
tigh ag obair mar fhreastalaí. In aice le
Rifugio Vallandro/Dürrensteinhütte
(2,028m) tá sean-dhún Ostaireach a
úsáideadh le linn an Chéad Chogaidh
Domhanda. Bhí saol an-dian ag na
saighdiúirí úda. Níl an stair ró-fhada
uait ariamh sna sléibhte, go háirithe
na Dolaimítigh.

Buaicphointe an turais
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Ní raibh fágtha againn ach lá
amháin eile, ach ar bhealach b’é an lá
deireannach buaicphointe an turais.
Bhíomar ar chasán dainséarach,
dramatúil, le tollán beag ar bharr aille.
D’fhanamar san Dreizinnenhütte/
Rifugio Locatelli (2,438m). Bíonn antóir ar an mbrú seo, agus b’fhéidir
gurb é sin an fáth go bhfuil an áit lán
le rialacha, agus seomra mór san áiléar
áit inar chaitheamar an oíche le scór
duine eile i seomra mór do bhreis
agus tríocha duine! Ach ní hé an
ionadh go bhfuil tóir ar an mbrú seo.
Tugann an t-ainm Gearmánach cur
síos an-mhaith ar an suíomh ina
bhfuil sé – in aice le na beanna Tre
Cime – trí shliabh fhíorghéar
dhúshlánach a mbaineann dreapadóirí
maithe taitneamh astu. Seo na sléibhte
is mó cáil ‘sna Dolaimítigh, an ceann
Irish Mountain Log - Summer 2010

is airde acu 3,003m ar airde. Mí
Mheán Fhomhair 2009, d’aithin
UNESCO na Dolaimítigh mar Láthair
Oidhreachta Domhanda. Is maith atá
sé tuillte ag an sliabhraon álainn seo.
Tá mé ag súil le filleadh ar an
gceantar! Saoire den scoth.

Brief synopsis
Emer Ní Bhrádaigh describes Na
Cnocadóirí’s hut-to-hut trip to the
Dolomites in 2009. They walked from
Wolkenstein through the Puez and
Fanes ranges, around the Seekofel,
and on past Hohe Gaisl to the iconic
Drei Zinnen/Tre Cime. They travelled
by air to Munich, and via hired
minibus from there to Wolkenstein
and back from Drei Zinnen. All huts
were booked in advance for the group
of 16 walkers. Na Cnocadóirí is an
Irish-speaking club. g
Déan teagmháil linn má tá suim agat
páirt a ghlacadh inár n-imeachtaí!
Tá an-fháilte roimh bhaill nua!
www.cnocadoiri.com
Emer Ní Bhrádaigh, a hillwalker for
over 20 years, is a member of Na
Cnocadóirí and Glenwalk. Her favourite
mountains outside of Ireland are the
European Alps. Among her more
memorable trips were the Camino de
los Incas to Machu Pichu, the Camino de
Santiago in Spain, and Kilimanjaro. This
summer, apart from revisiting the
Burren and Connemara, she plans to
explore the hill-stations of Kerala, India.
www.mountaineering.ie

Mountaineering Ireland continues to provide the
book service previously operated by Joss Lynam.
We can supply you with guidebooks and maps to
almost any part of the world. For the walker,
there is a large collection of Cicerone guides
and books, or the wider selection of books
and guides distributed by Cordee which also
includes many climbing guides. Books
reviewed in the Irish Mountain Log can
usually be purchased through Joss
Books with a members’ discount. To
place an order, ring the
Mountaineering Ireland office on (01)
6251115 or email
info@mountaineering.ie.
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The Way of St James
It’s Holy Year on the Way, writes Patrick O’Sullivan
The Way of St James, El Camino de Santiago, is the pilgrimage route to the Cathedral of Santiago de
Compostela in Galicia in northwestern Spain, where tradition has it that the remains of the apostle
Saint James are buried. It has existed for over a thousand years.
The Basilica de
Santiago, the
final destination
on the Way of
St James.

2010 IS A SPECIAL YEAR for the Camino: a Holy Year. Whenever St
James’s day (July 25th) falls on a Sunday, the Cathedral declares a
Holy or Jubilee Year. Depending on leap years, these Holy Years occur
in a cycle of 6, 5, 6 and 11 year intervals. The most recent were in
1982, 1993, 1999 and 2004 and, after this year, the next will be in
2021, 2027 and 2032.
During medieval times, the Camino de Santiago was one of the
most important Christian pilgrimages, a pilgrimage route on which a
plenary indulgence could be earned. Legend holds that St James’s
remains were carried by boat from Jerusalem to northern Spain
where he was buried on the site of what is now the city of Santiago
de Compostela.
The Camino can take any of a number of recognised routes to
Santiago de Compostela. As with most pilgrimages, the Way of Saint
James traditionally begins at your home and ends at the pilgrimage
site. However, a few of the possible routes are considered the main
ones.
During the Middle Ages, the route was travelled frequently by
devout believers but the Black Plague, the Protestant Reformation and
political unrest in 16th-century Europe led to a decline in the
numbers following the Way. By the 1980s, only a few pilgrims were
arriving in Santiago each year but since then growing numbers of
modern-day pilgrims from around the world have been undertaking
the pilgrimage. The route was declared the first European Cultural
Route by the Council of Europe in October 1987 and has also been
named as one of UNESCO’s World Heritage Sites.
36
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Today, tens of thousands of Christian pilgrims and other travellers
set out each year from their front doorstep or from popular starting
points across Europe to make their way to Santiago de Compostela.
Most travel by foot, some by bicycle, and a few travel as some of their
medieval counterparts did, on horseback or by donkey. In addition to
people undertaking a religious pilgrimage, there are many travellers
and hikers who walk the route for non-religious reasons, travel,
sport, or simply the challenge of weeks of walking in a foreign land.
Also, many consider the experience a spiritual adventure to remove
themselves from the bustle of modern life.
Pilgrims on the Way of St James may walk for weeks or months
following many routes but the most popular route is the French Way,
starting in France. However, the Spanish consider the Pyrenees the
starting point, while pilgrims from eastern Europe historically passed
through Switzerland. Common starting points along the French
border are Saint-Jean-Pied-de-Port or Somport on the French side of
the Pyrenees and Roncesvalles or Jaca on the Spanish side. The
distance from Roncesvalles to Santiago de Compostela through León
is about 800km.
Another possibility is to take the Northern Route that was first
used by pilgrims to avoid travelling through the territories occupied
by the Muslims in the Middle Ages. The greatest attraction of this
route is its landscape, as a large part of the route runs along the
coastline against a backdrop of mountains and overlooking the
Cantabrian Sea in the Bay of Biscay.
Another popular route is the 227kmlong Portuguese Way, which starts at Se
Catedral in the city of Porto in the north
of Portugal. The Camino winds its way
inland until it reaches the Spanish
border. Many pilgrims prefer to start
closer to the Spanish border at Valença,
Portugal, and Tui, Galicia, for a five-day,
108km walk.
The scallop shell, typically found on
the shores in Galicia, has long been the
symbol of the Camino de Santiago and
there are different accounts of the origin
of the symbol. Besides being a mythical
symbol of the Way, the scallop shell also
acts as a metaphor. The grooves in the
shell, which come together at a single
point, represent the various routes which
pilgrims have travelled to eventually arrive
at a single destination, the tomb of Saint
James in Santiago de Compostela. The
shell is also taken as a metaphor for the
pilgrim. As the waves of the ocean wash
scallop shells up on the shores of Galicia, it
is thought God’s hand also guides the
pilgrims to Santiago de Compostela.
www.mountaineering.ie
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Back on the Way of St James
Frank Murphy and Mary Keaveney
Bitten by the Camino bug in 2007 (see “Walking the Camino de Santiago,” Irish Mountain Log 82, Summer 2007),
Mary Keaveney and Frank Murphy were back at Burgos in northern Spain at Easter 2009, to continue on their
Way of St James. Here they report on their 260km trek across the Meseta or high plateau to Ponferrada.
e joined the
Camino de
Santiago route in
Burgos in northern Spain
and prepared to head across
the hot and sandy Meseta.

W

Day 1: Burgos to Hornillos del
Camino, 18km
It was bitterly cold at 9:00am when
we stood outside the great cathedral in
Burgos at the start of our walk. The
cathedral was closed, so no stamp for
our pilgrim passport to start us back
on our Way. We had to search around
for the Way until a yellow-helmeted
construction worker kindly pointed us
in the right direction. We spotted a
yellow arrow and we were back on the
Camino. Like the children on their
way to school, we skipped along,
happy to be back on the Way, and
shortly we received our first ‘Buen
Camino’ for two years.
We passed through a park beside
the University and then we were out
into the countryside. The site of one
of Franco’s old prisons loomed eerily
over the wilderness, reminding us of
our own historical prisons,
Kilmainham and Mountjoy. It got hot
and the sun cream came out. Rabe de
las Calzadas was our first stop for
www.mountaineering.ie

tortilla and olives. We got a stamp for
our passport and the proprietor
rushed out with holy medals to tie on
our packs. Then we were out onto the
Meseta and the heat. After 8km, we
reached Hornillos del Camino and
found the only albergue there. For €5
each we had our bed for the night and
we sat in the sun in the church porch
to rest after our first day.
Day 2: Hornillos del Camino to
Castrojeriz, 19km
There were rustlings in the other
bunks in the albergue from 7:00am,
so we were off by 8:00am into the
empty village. It was cool but fine and
we were wondering all the time was
that the beautiful countryside people
had written so unkindly about. After
5km, we passed Arroyo San Bol but
missed the spring where we seemingly
could have washed our feet to keep
them unblemished to journey’s end.
After two hours, we were looking
down on a trim Hontanas and we sat
there to rest on a truck weighing
scales. By the poplars, we saw another
peregrino (pilgrim) on the return
journey. Then it was out along by the
wheat fields with bustards and rabbits,
and then past the impressive
Convento de San Anton guarding the
road. We saw Castrojeriz Castle on top
of a hill but hadn’t the energy to visit
it. We needed a four-hour siesta after

we found a hostal in Castrojeriz before
hitting the €11 menu of the day, ‘del
dia.’
Day 3: Castrojeriz to Fromista,
25km
We left Castrojeriz before 9:00am
and crossed over the Rio Odrilla. Then
we had a steady climb up Alto de
Mostelares. From there we went over
the Rio Pisuerga, into Palencia and
then onto Itero de la Vega. We
stopped at Bodilla del Camino for a
picnic lunch and then walked along
the Canal de Castille, where lovely
yellow and white butterflies fluttered
in the sun. Crossing over the
celebrated canal lock outside
Fromista, we found a casa rural for the
night and remembered too late that
Sunday meant the shops were closed
and so we were a little short on
supplies that evening, apparently
unlike the magnificent storks in their
nests on the church towers.

Castrojeriz
Castle perches
on the hill
above the old
Roman town of
Castorjeriz, a
resting place
along the Way.
Photo: Frank
Murphy & Mary
Keaveney.

Day 4: Fromista to Carrion de
los Condes, 19km
Our day started alongside the P980
before we made a quick dash into a
grocery bar at Poblacion de Campos
for a coffee. We took the countryside
choice of routes through a very rustic
scene, not unlike Irish countryside,
with fellow perigrinos along the route
and crested larks aplenty. There were
Irish Mountain Log - Summer 2010
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orange juice for breakfast before
leaving Sahagun. Here we faced our
first major Camino route alternative,
choosing to leave the road and follow
a beautiful path through an expanse of
countryside, over a railway bridge and
then with nothing in sight but the
plain. Really, this Meseta is a treasure.
Two and half hours of this and we
were in Calzadilla de los Hermanillos.
When we pointed out the ‘wonderful’
Pila Pala Press recommendation to the
patronne, he was totally surprised and
called to his wife cooking in the
kitchen.
Out of the town, it looked like the
Curragh but there were no horses.
After a while, we had to ignore the
Roman road and follow a modern
road, finally slipping over the railway
line into a welcoming hostal in El
Burgo Ranero.

Leon's Basilica de
San Isidoro, not
suprisingly
otherwise known as
the Sistine chapel of
the Romanesque
period.
Photo: Frank
Murphy & Mary
Keaveney.
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odd drops of rain and two rainbows
but no wettings that day. We had some
yoghurt in the bus shelter at
Villalcazar de Sigra before completing
the last 9km to Carrion, where we
later saw one caminoist on the return
journey with his little trailer tied to
himself and two dogs for company.
€14 secured us a double cell for the
night in the magnificent Monasterio
de Santa Clara with its thick walls.
Day 5: Carrion de los Condes to
Terradillos de los Templarios,
26km
Friar Laurence knocked on the cell
door with a ‘Buenos dias’ at 7:00am!
There was no bread in the bread shop
until 8:30am, so after a croissant it
was a straight 16km with no supplies.
It was cold, clear and sunny with
snow visible on the Cantibrian
Mountains in the distance. The tortilla
at Calzadilla de la Cuezas couldn’t
have come too soon. In the albergue
we had an €8 menu with our fellow
perigrinos, a virtual UN, with
Nicolette from Florence, David from
Wales, Mathew from Canada, Didier
from Belgium and Ursula from
Germany with her niece, Fiona
Siobhan. It was a pity that Oche from
Korea had to go to the other albergue
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as ours was full.
Day 6: Terradillos de los
Templarios to Sahagun, 14km
Snorers, one shouter and a language
lesson from the next door dormitory
learning the phrase ‘Can I switch it
on?’ resulted in a somewhat broken
sleep pattern, but we were off at
8:00am. After the bodegas at
Moratinos, we were at last into Leon.
We met Oche on the road who told us
that there was no kitchen in her
albergue the previous night, which
was a problem as she was cooking for
herself as she went.
The cuckoo kept us company as we
made our way into the industrial
outskirts of Sahagun with its toovisible grain silo as our marker. After
six days we were taking a wee rest
here after a short day. We sat in the
Plaza and watched the boys playing
football, men being photographed
with their new bin lorry, women with
their fine leather hand-bags chatting
and cyclists flexing their muscles in
their tight lycra.
Day 7: Sahagun to El Burgo
Ranero, 21km
Despite the locals having a brandy
at the bar in the morning, we stuck to

Day 8: El Burgo Ranero to
Puente de Vilarente, 25km
There was a lot of rain through the
night but we were still heading up the
main street by 8:00am, passing the
stork in the church tower and the
laguna waterhens, and following the
fine path along a line of trees. It was
very cold as we passed an old
perigrino in her long coat and warm
trousers making steady progress. Then
the icy rain and hailstones burst down
on us, barely giving us time to get our
capes on for the first time. We went
into Mansilla de las Mulas for some
welcome if cold tortilla and a very
welcome hot cafe con leche. It was
still cold as we headed out to
Villamoros de Mansilla but the sight of
a low-flying stork was cheering. Then
we went over the twenty-arched
bridge into Punte de Vilarente. While
it stated in the guide that it was full of
up-market restaurants, this Good
Friday we couldn’t find one open for
love nor money but made up for it
with some perfect pie and vino tinto
in our room.
Day 9: Puente de Vilarente to
Leon, 13km
We headed up the main street at
8:00am on this cold but sunny
morning and nearly missed the turn as
we chatted with some fellow
perigrinos. Then we were off on a little
country track. We got our first views
of Leon after crossing a very
dangerous main road. No room at the
inn for Easter in Leon, it appeared,
until we found a hotel. The Sábado
Santo Coral Isidorina Concierto in the
www.mountaineering.ie
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Basilica that evening with selections
from Haydn, Mendelssohn and others,
rounded off with Schubert’s “Heilig,
heilig heilig; Santo santo santo” was an
enchanting experience.
Day 10: Leon, rest day
It may have been a rest day, but the
sights were spectacular, including the
monastery – which was used as
another of Franco’s prisons but which
is now a luxury hotel – and the
stained glass magnificence of Leon’s
cathedral.
Day 11: Leon to Villar de
Mazerife, 22km
An early start saw us down at the
cold river bank to pick up the Camino
at Punte de San Marcos out through
the suburban outskirts of Leon to La
Virgen del Camino, where we got
stamps at last in our passports in the
tabac! We took the alternative route
for Villar de Mazarife – even to look at
the sandy track away from the road
was a relief as it went out into the
Meseta. ‘A few kilometres’ proved
somewhat doubtful as we sought the
coffee and when we finally found an
arrow off for a bar we were to be
disappointed as a local waved us away
saying it was closed. However, there
was a small group of perigrinos
gathered on the seats below the village
and it was nice to chat and laugh with
another Irish perigrino, a Korean, a
Swede and others, one of whom said
he had just got a great tip that your
feet were much better if you did not
wash the ‘sockets’ and he was going to
follow it. It appears they didn’t tell
him what other folk might think. It
was a nice 3.9km to Villar de
Mazerife, with a choice of three
albergues there.
Day 12: Villar de Mazerife to
Santibeanz de Valde Ingleis, 19km
The straight 10km from Villar de
Mazerife to Villavante was lovely,
walking along a quiet country road
and then, after about 5km, turning
onto a more rural path which passed
by Villavante across the railway line
and went on by the main road. There
were some more nice tracks before we
reached Hospital de Orbigo with its
Quixotic bridge. Then we climbed a
little hill and felt some drops of rain
before reaching the albergue at
Santibanez de Valdeiglesias, where for
€13 each we got a bunk, dinner and
breakfast.
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Day 13: Santibeanz de Valde
Ingleis to Foncenbadon, 36km
Rain, so we put our capes on as we
headed out in the morning. The
terrain by San Justo de la Vega was
very beautiful and went on to Astorga.
There, time pressures necessitated
some harsh decision-making. The
helpful Turismo in Astorga told us that
there was a Ponferrada-Bilboa train at
lunchtime on Friday and a bus from
Astorga to Rabal de la Camino would
save us a crucial 20km and allow us
time to visit the cathedral in
Ponferrada and catch the train. We
had to take that option and suffer the
guilt as we looked out on the
perigrinos we passed. Resuming our
walking, we ran into all weathers, sun,
rain and snow, before we reached
what was left of a wintry-looking
Foncenbadon. The welcome in the
albergue there was heartening. We
grabbed two mattresses on the attic
floor before having dinner with a
mother and son from Pamplona. He
worked in the Correos but I still
couldn’t find out why the tabacs
(tobacco shops) had a stranglehold on
the pilgrim’s stamps, apart from
tradition.
Day 14: Foncenbadon to
Ponferrada, 28.5km
The breakfast the next morning was
the best we had during our trip and
this was good because we were
heading out into the snow at the
highest point on the Camino. We were
a little anxious but it proved
unfounded. We got photographed at
the famous pile of stones with the
cross, Cruz de Ferro, at 1504m by a
fellow perigrino and then passed the
army post at the highest point. After
that it was all downhill. We passed
through the Welsh-like slate village of
El Acebo, on through Riego de
Ambros and into Molinaseca. After
that, it was a nice walk into
Ponferrada with its not-to-be-missed
magnificent 14th-century Castillo de
los Templarios (Castle of the Knights
Templar), a fitting place to end our
Camino de Santiago this time round.
Mucho gracias, Spain! g
Mary Keaveney is a founder member
of the Tuesday Evening Hillwalkers
Group.
Frank Murphy was a member of the
Irish Mountain Running Association
but has been on the injured list for a
number of years.

Convento de
San Anton
arches over the
road where in
the old days
bread was left
for pilgrims.
Photo: Frank
Murphy & Mary
Keaveney.

Useful information
Travel
Aer Lingus will take you to Bilbao and a bus from the
airport there will take you straight to the bus station
where you can get another bus directly to Burgos.
Accommodation
Starting from a voluntary contribution or €5-8 in an
albergue/refugio and going up in price in a pension,
hostal, casa rural, hotels or the magnificent
paradores (luxury hotels), you can choose where to
stay on the Way, depending on what accommodation
is available in the place that you stop for the day.
Food
The menu del dia or perigrino is still available at
around €10 and gives you water, wine, bread and a
three-course meal.
Pilgrim Passport
Available from The Irish Society of the Friends of St
James.
Guidebook
Walking the Camino, by Davies and Cole, published by
Pila Pala Press (2009).
Gear
Worn-in strong hiking shoes or boots. A small pack
with necessary clothes – take the absolute minimum!
Religion
Worry not, the Camino embraces all and none!
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What the mountains can tell us

Bernie Lafferty
and Peter Wilson
continue their
explanation of the
geology and
geomorphology of
the Irish mountain
landscape.

UNSTABLE GROUND: ROCK-SLOPE FAILURE
he mountains are such
imposing and
impressive features of
the Irish landscape that it is
difficult to think of them as
anything other than solid and
reassuringly unchanging. In
reality, upland slopes have
been and still are susceptible
to alteration and
reconfiguration. In fact,
everything about them is
dynamic and, although rates
and intensities vary, slope
materials have the potential to
become unstable and move
downhill at any time.

T

Downslope movements, often
referred to as landslides, have a
combined signature of hillside scars
and masses of displaced material at the
base of slopes. Every year, landslide
disasters occur somewhere in the
world but fortunately the events that
occur in Ireland are comparatively
benign. Present-day events in this
country tend to occur mostly on
coastal cliffs and slopes with a
covering of glacial sediment and peat.
Most of our more significant slope
failures occurred thousands of years
ago when the melting of the ice sheets
at the end of the last glaciation
triggered localised seismic
shocks/earth tremors. These shocks
were associated with the release of the
vast amounts of strain energy that
became locked up in the bedrock as it
was being compressed by thousands of
years of ice accumulation. When the

ice masses melted, the bedrock
rebounded, releasing that energy and
causing the disintegration and
collapse of many exposed slopes and
faces. In many cases there was a time
lag between ice removal and bedrock
response. Even today, 15,000 years
after the last glacial phase terminated,
the landscape is still rebounding in
places.
Although popular, the term
landslide is misleading as not all
slopes slide. They also fall, avalanche,
and deform, with the added
complexity of more than one type of
movement acting on different parts of
the slope at the same time, or one
process evolving into another as
material moves downslope. The type
of the material that moves also varies
from soft clays to large boulders to
masses of bedrock.
It is the inherent complexities

Photo 1:
A small area of the
boulder talus below
Fair Head, Co Antrim.
Photo: Peter Wilson.
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Rockfall talus
including the time lag between cause
and effect that makes investigating
and understanding landslide and
slope processes extremely difficult. A
failure can seldom be attributed to a
single cause or trigger but more often
it is the consequence of the complex
interactions of several factors. Why
these factors should combine to reach
a critical state at one specific time and
in one specific place is unlikely to be
obvious. Neither can their effects be
assumed to be predictable, as slope
form can change rapidly or gradually.
Understanding how and why a
slope collapses is important because
the history of the system affects how
stable the new slope form will be and
for how long. Using a single term, like
landslide, to describe a broad range of
potentially complex processes is
arguably too simplistic. To avoid
confusion geomorphologists consider
the term ‘mass movement’ more
appropriate because, initially, no
specific process is assumed.
Although mass movements can
occur in all slope materials – bedrock,
glacial sediments, soils and peat – this
article is concerned with bedrock
features (Diagram 1). The four discrete
types of mass movement are
simplified illustrations of what tends
to be a much more complex reality.

Rockfall
Rockfall is a commonly recognised
form of mass movement on steep and
bare rock faces. The most visible effect
of a rockfall on the landscape is often
a distinct scar indicated by
pronounced colour differences in the
rock and an accumulation of large
boulders farther downslope. Water,
root pressures, frost action and stress
release due to tremors or unloading all
contribute to the weakening of
rockwalls by opening up cracks and
joints. Because our most significant
rockfalls occurred in the ancient past
it is impossible to know the true
significance of any particular factor.
Rock free-falls initially, then usually
bounces and rolls on contact with the
lower slopes where it accumulates as
talus similar to that produced by
periglacial frost wedging, although it
tends to consist of much larger
boulders. It is worth noting that the
original dislodged blocks are likely to
have broken up on contact with the
lower slope materials so that even the
largest blocks on talus slopes today
cannot be assumed to adequately
reflect the true magnitude of the
www.mountaineering.ie
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Rock avalanche
Source
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original rockfall event.
The most renowned region in
Ireland for rockfalls is along the north
coast where they are an ever present
hazard and have produced the spreads
of talus as at the base of Fair Head
(Photo 1). Rockfalls in the area
probably began when the confining
pressure of glacier ice was removed
and since then they have been
periodic in response to ongoing stress
release and the impacts of the many
fluctuations in climate.
The cliffs at Fair Head provide a
very good example of the major role
rockfall plays in defining slope form
and in overall landscape evolution.
Rock debris extends below the water
line and tension cracks running

parallel to the face at the top of the
cliffs offer tantalising glimpses of
future rockfalls and the evolving
architecture of the cliff face.

Diagram 1:
Sketch indicating
different forms of
mass movement in
bedrock.

Rock avalanches
Catastrophic collapse and
disintegration of a hillslope can result
in the falling debris being propelled
downslope as a rock avalanche. Rock
avalanches are major hazards in
mountain ranges with rapidly
shrinking glaciers and/or frequent
earth tremors. In the larger mountain
ranges they can be devastating events
with the debris travelling considerable
distances at velocities of 250 km/h,
and individual boulders can be
propelled through the air at up to

Photo 2:
The rock avalanche
boulder lobe
extending out from
the base of
Errigal’s northeast
slopes towards
Mackoght.
Photo: Peter
Wilson.
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substantially bulkier mountain. Rock
avalanching was obviously a major
influence in defining the character of
some mountains and the presence of
relict boulder lobes is a cautionary
reminder that past conditions and
events were rather different from those
occurring in the uplands today.

Rockslides

Photo 3:
Extensive area of
rock-sliding on
Benbradagh,
western edge of the
Ulster basalt.
Photo: Peter Wilson.

Photo 4:
Massive back-tilted
rockslides involving
basalt and
limestone at Garron
Point on the Antrim
coast road.
Photo: Peter
Wilson.
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1000 km/h. When the debris
eventually comes to rest it forms a
lobe- or tongue-like mass of boulders
that stands above the level of the
adjacent ground surface.
In general, the Irish uplands lack
the vertical relief necessary for such
large-scale events. However, sites with
enormous quantities of rock debris in
the form of tongues or lobes have
been identified. These features provide
evidence that at some time in the past
the vertical relief was adequate and
triggering mechanisms were
sufficiently powerful to cause slopes in
several locations to collapse
catastrophically.
Several indicators of the occurrence
of rock avalanching can be seen on the
quartzite mountains of north Donegal.
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Large boulder lobes flank the slopes of
Errigal and are best appreciated from
the summit, and equally as impressive
although smaller lobes can be seen on
Aghlas and Muckish. Similar features
have also been identified in cirques in
the Reeks in Kerry. On Errigal, the
lobe to the west and southwest, above
Dunlewy, is covered largely by peat
and vegetation, while the one to the
northeast (Photo 2) is mostly a mass of
bare boulders interspersed with small
areas of vegetation. The combined
volume of both features is about 11
million cubic metres which is
equivalent to 29 million tonnes of
rock. Although it is impossible to
know what Errigal looked like prior to
slope collapse, the enormous
quantities of rock involved testify to a

On some hillsides there are
extensive areas of ground that have
moved a short distance downslope by
sliding along a plane of structural
weakness (a shear plane) in the rock.
Sliding tends to occur where thick,
strong rocks rest on weaker rocks, and
the shear plane or sliding surface is
usually located along the boundary
between them.
Landslides are usually indicated by
a distinct headscarp or face from
which the blocks slid away. Although
rock can disintegrate during sliding,
resulting in scattered boulders,
pinnacles and deep clefts, the main
body of the rockslide remains largely
intact and lodges lower on the slope.
Old slides may be difficult to
identify because of their indistinct
morphology but may be recognised by
their vegetation pattern which reflects
the hydrological situation. Ponds and
peaty areas often develop in the
depressions between slide blocks,
while shallow-rooting, droughtresistant species prevail on the scarps.
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Identifying relict slides is particularly important
because dangerous failures can result if the
landscape is misinterpreted for engineering
works such as road construction.
Among the most impressive examples of
rockslides in Ireland are those around the edge
of the Ulster basalt. In the west they occur on
the slopes of Binevenagh, Donald’s Hill,
Benbradagh and Mullaghmore (Photo 3). In the
east they have descended to sea level and at
Garron Point the Antrim coast road skirts their
base (Photo 4).
Rockslides have also occurred on high ground
in parts of Fermanagh, Leitrim, Cavan and Sligo.
The Swiss Valley on the north side of Sligo’s
Glencar is a ‘hidden’ valley – hidden behind a
massive limestone ridge that slipped down from
the hillside above. Set back from the cliff edge
and running parallel with the valley side is a
long gaping slot in the limestone (Photo 5). This
delimits a large mass of bedrock that will be the
next to slide down the hill. Similar deep and
wide cracks occur along the northern edge of
Cuilcagh and on top of many coastal cliffs.

Rock deformations
At certain times in the past some hillsides
were deformed by the slow mass movement of
rock – known as rock mass creep or
gravitational spreading. Rock deformations are
usually less pronounced than the other types of
movement in bedrock because the rock has
travelled only a short distance and has not
undergone much, if any, disintegration. They do,
however, create low ridges and depressions that
may extend for several hundreds of metres
across slopes.
Deformation can be induced by either
extensional or compressional forces acting on
the rock. The former tend to act on the upper
parts of hillslopes, separating the rock body into
slices from a few metres to tens of metres in
width, which gradually move downslope. The
latter forces are more common farther
downslope and lead to the bulging of hillsides
and upthrust ridges.
Because rock deformations are not quite as
prominent in the landscape as other forms of
mass movement in bedrock, very few are known
in Ireland. Two of the best are on the south sides
of Stumpa Dúloigh and Cnoc Toinne in the
Reeks, but because they are well below the
summit ridges few people are aware of them.
Both features give rise to a complex terrain of
ridges, depressions, deep and narrow fissures
and large boulders. It is likely that many more
rock deformations remain to be discovered,
probably on those hillsides that are little visited
and therefore largely unknown.
*******
The irregular and interesting topography that
distinguishes our mountain areas has been
greatly influenced by rock-slope failures. It may
www.mountaineering.ie

be obvious that the processes
described above assist in the
shaping of mountain summits
and ridges, widening valleys and
enlarging cirques, but how these
processes interact with other
landshaping processes is often
more difficult to determine.
As developmental pressures on
our uplands increase it is
important that ancient rock-slope
failures are identified and
managed in an appropriate
manner. Failure (pun intended!)
to do so may result in hard
engineering projects, involving
roads, forestry, wind farms or

water supplies, coupled with the
changing climate, destabilising
slopes and having serious
consequences for all concerned
with the upland regions. g

Photo 5:
Gaping slot in the
limestone above
Glencar, Co Sligo.
Photo: Peter
Wilson.

Bernie Lafferty is an independent
environmental systems specialist
working in the northwest
region.
Peter Wilson is a lecturer in
Environmental Science at the
University of Ulster, Coleraine,
and a member of
Mountaineering Ireland.
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Bolivian Express

Gerry Galligan reports on a short but productive climbing trip to Bolivia
The Cabeza de
Condoriri.
Photo:
Gerry Galligan.
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P

addy Englishman, Paddy Scotsman and Paddy
Irishman (Jim Osborne, Rob MacCallum and
myself) went to Bolivia in July 2009 for some alpine
climbing in the Cordillera Real. We arrived in La
Paz in one piece but subsequently fell apart as soon as we
reached base camp (BC) in the Condoriri valley. A heady
cocktail of gastro-enteritis, Acute Mountain Sickness (AMS)
and mild High Altitude Pulmonary Oedema (HAPE) and
chronic trots got us all off to a flying start!
The Condoriri is a fine valley system
with several impressive peaks in the
5,500m range. First off, we tackled
Pequeno Alpamayo (5,370m), a
magnificent peak with a defined WSW
ridge in a great situation. MacCallum
and I moved together with a couple of
easy pitches up and down it, an eleven
hours’ round trip from BC, grade AD.
Next up, the jewel in the valley
crown – the Cabeza de Condoriri – a
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5,648m peak flanked by two lower
summits, the three of them combining
to form the unique shape of a condor
about to take flight. The approach did
it for us; a ticking clock, difficult
route-finding and a losing battle with
what is locally known as the ‘Scree
Slope from Hell’ saw us back early at
BC, nursing the vestiges of our
sicknesses.
Our plans weren’t short of ambition

though. Next up, a 6,000er – Huayna
Potosi. We decided to go for a single
push on the normal route, 1,300m
from valley floor to summit, omitting
a high camp halfway. We nearly did it,
falling short only 150m from the top.
Strangely, the heat beat us this time. It
was 16°C at 5,900m and not a breath
of wind – weird conditions for winter!
And speaking of heat, we noticed how
destructive a force it is in the Andes.
All the glaciers we experienced are in
serious retreat. Whatever about the
detrimental effect global warming is
having on the planet, it’s making
mountaineering exceptionally
hazardous, with loose rock and
precipitous scree slopes replacing
solid ice.
If I was to try Huayna Potosi again
I’d opt for the French route – a direct
line to a subsidiary summit up an
attractive ice field (AD+), then
following a ridge to the summit. The
www.mountaineering.ie
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Gerry Galligan and Rob MacCallum (the
two dots on the ridge) make their way up
the Pequeno Alpamayo (5,370m).
Photo: Jim Osborne.

normal route was a non-technical
trudge on track that meandered
around the peak. Uninspiring. A bit
like driving round a multi-storey car
park all day.
Back in the Condoriri Valley, feeling
better, we powered on. An ascent of
Piramide Blanca (5,320m) gave us fine
views over the range, with cloud
billowing in the valleys and birds of
prey wheeling overhead. We had
considered a possible new route on its
western buttress, but the piles of
choss littering it changed our minds.
Keen to leave our mark with a new
route, we discovered a beautiful
buttress on another peak – La
Fortaleza Buttress (Fortress Buttress)
on Pico Austria (5,320m). Making a
welcome change from snow-plodding,
MacCallum and I put up a superb new
rock route on its eastern arête. The
line had lots of character, 350m long,
VDiff, Alpine AD. It took in ribs,
towers and a ridge crest, all of it on
quality sedimentary rock with a
dramatic backdrop of the Cabeza de
Condoriri and surrounding peaks.
www.mountaineering.ie

Route of “Caporales Celtica” Pico Austria
350 metres, V.Diff/5.4/AD
First ascent July 17th 2009
Rob MacCallum (Scotland)
& Gerry Galligan (Ireland)

Photo:
Gerry Galligan
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Gerry Galligan on
the first ascent of
Caporales Celtica.
Photo: Rob
MacCallum.
Below:
Gerry Galligan
gets some R&R.
Photo: Jim
Osborne.

Naming it was the hardest part. I
wanted to call it ‘F*** Everest,’ but
the other two wouldn’t let me.
Eventually we agreed on Caporales
Celtica, ‘Caporales’ being a traditional
Bolivian dance formerly made by
African slaves in the court of Spanish
Conquistadors, and ‘Celtica’ being our
version.
Chuffed with the route, we finished
up with a great day out on the SW
ridge of the Cabeza de Condoriri
(AD+), our second attempt. This time
we were more knowledgeable and
stronger, overcoming the ‘Scree Slope
from Hell’ and making it to the top in
under seven hours. It was a lovely
mixed climb with dramatic views

across the dry Altiplano and away off
to Lake Titicaca.
Overall, it was a great trip with
plenty of variety in objectives tackled.
As expected, plans were changed once
or twice due to access and conditions,
leading to some revelations and a few
surprises. As for Bolivians, we found
them a great people, friendly, obliging,
physically strong and devoid of all
pretention. Compared to Ireland,
Bolivia is a poor place. Often while
travelling around La Paz and seeing
some of the hardship the people
experienced there, I felt as though I
were back in India. It was a good
reminder that despite NAMA, rising
unemployment, public service

wastage, political corruption and
ineptitude, etc, in Ireland, we’re still
lucky to live here.
A final twist. Throughout our stay
the weather had been very stable, dry,
with cloudless blue skies daily.
However, colliding fronts, warm air
from the Amazon meeting cooler air
from the south, brought a storm on
the final night. Twelve hours were
spent in the tents as snowfall, high
winds, thunder and lightning raged
outside. It was quite a change from
three weeks of calmness and wild
enough to put the 1812 Overture to
shame. All was right for the trek out
the following morning, though, with
the landscape utterly changed. A foot
of snow everywhere with large plumes
of spindrift sweeping off the mountain
faces. It was quite a transformation
and well timed at the end of our
climbing. As we loaded the donkeys, I
asked myself ‘Would I return to
Bolivia and the Condoriri?’ Yes, of
course I would! g
Gerry Galligan is currently chairman
of the Irish Mountaineering Club
(IMC). He enjoys rock, ice and alpine
climbing anywhere. He led the first
ascent of Ramabang (6,135m) in the
Indian Himalaya in 2008 and the first
exploration of little-known valleys in
the Spiti-Kullu region of India.
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Access&Conservation
The latest news from Helen Lawless, Hillwalking, Access & Conservation Officer

Why we need Club Environmental Officers

Helen Lawless.

Fresh focus on access
and conservation
SOMe OF YOu may already know me from my time
working as Development Officer with the
Mountaineering Council of Ireland from 2001 to
2007. I’m delighted to be back with Mountaineering
Ireland, as part of an expanded staff team. I will now
be concentrating particularly on the area of access
and conservation that is so important to us all.
Over the last three years I have been working as
Countryside Recreation Officer with the Wicklow
uplands Council, where my activities focused on
the management of recreation activities, including a
project working with farmers to agree access
routes for hillwalkers across private land.
Access and conservation has always been an
important pillar of Mountaineering Ireland’s work,
yet in recent months we have recognised that the
threats and challenges in this area seem more
acute than ever.
Mountaineering Ireland’s 10,000 members all
view the mountains differently, as places that
provide everything from relaxation to extreme
challenge, from inspiration to companionship. Yet,
many of us share an unease with the changes we
see happening in the hills, the erosion along
popular ridge lines, the scarcity of once familiar
species such as red grouse and curlew, the decline
in hillfarming and the commercialisation of our
hobby. Think about how the mountains have
changed since you first visited these places. What
will it be like for the next generation? We won’t stop
change, but if we work together we may be able to
influence its direction. If you have ideas about what
Mountaineering Ireland should be doing in the area
of access and conservation, please do get in touch
to discuss them with me on 01 6251115 or at
helen@mountaineering.ie.
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CLuBS ARe THe backbone of
Mountaineering Ireland. The number of
clubs affiliated to Mountaineering Ireland
continues to grow and reached 145
within the last year. One of the
strengths of the club system is the
knowledge that builds up within each
group and the way it is transferred
between members. Information about
access and conservation matters is a
key strand within each club’s
knowledge bank, enabling members to
enjoy the hills and crags responsibly.
As hillwalkers and climbers we are
privileged to spend time in some of
Ireland’s most remote, beautiful and
special places. Most of the Irish
mountains are protected under eu
legislation, due to the quality and
fragility of the habitats there and the
species they support. However, the
authorities have only limited resources
to provide protection to these areas,
while at the same time there is
heightened pressure, mainly from
changes in land use, but also from
increased recreational activity and
emerging factors such as climate
change and the spread of invasive
species. There is a role therefore for
Mountaineering Ireland clubs, as groups
of people who value these special
places, to become partners in the
protection of the upland environment.
As Mountaineering Ireland’s new
Hillwalking, Access & Conservation
Officer, I’m keen to further improve the
level of environmental awareness
amongst our members. One of my
objectives is to establish and support a
network of Club environmental Officers,
so that we can have a champion in
each club who has a good
understanding of the mountain
environment and is confident about
promoting good practice within the
club. While the role of environmental
Officer will vary between clubs, and
evolve over time, Mountaineering Ireland
would like to have somebody on each
club committee who can ensure that

environmental considerations are taken
into account in the arrangement of club
events, somebody who could coordinate an annual litter-pick, organise
occasional slide shows or outings with
local wildlife experts, encourage club
groups to behave responsibly on the
mountains and help members
understand how, through our actions,
we can avoid any friction with
landowners and local residents and
how we can reduce any negative
impacts on the natural environment.
Club environmental Officers will also
have an important role in making
Mountaineering Ireland aware of any
access or conservation issues which
arise at a local level.
The Club environmental Officer
should be actively involved in the club,
have an interest in the upland
environment and a desire to share
knowledge with others. You don’t have
to be an expert; Mountaineering Ireland
will provide advice, training and ongoing
back-up; your enthusiasm and
engagement in the role will be more
important. I’m conscious that many
clubs already have environmental
Officers and that, to date,
Mountaineering Ireland hasn’t been able
to provide much information or support,
but that situation will improve in the
period ahead.

Contact
If you would like to discuss the role of
a Club Environmental Officer, if you’re
a Club Environmental Officer and you
haven’t already received an email from
Helen, or if you have ideas on how
Mountaineering Ireland can support
clubs in the area of access and
conservation, please give Helen a call
on 01 625 1115 or email her at
helen@mountaineering.ie.

www.mountaineering.ie

One less quad to
worry about!
THOSe WHO DeSPAIR at the damage inflicted on our hills by
quads and scrambler bikes might appreciate this photo of a
crashed quad bike in the North Prison below Lugnaquillia. We
believe the driver got off to look at the view and didn’t put the
brakes on. As the vehicle is in the Glen of Imaal artillery range,
the Defence Forces have been notified.
In the Republic of Ireland, a person caught driving a quad or
scrambler on the hills can have their vehicle confiscated, they
may be fined up to €3,000 and they can be sent to jail for up to
six months. However, these severe penalties will only be a
deterrent when an offender is caught and prosecuted.
If you see quad or scrambler bikes on the Wicklow Mountains,
phone the National Parks and Wildlife Service Duty Ranger
immediately. Despite huge strain on staff resources resulting
from the government recruitment embargo, there is still a ranger
on duty in Wicklow almost every weekend. Save the Duty
Ranger number – 087 9803899 – into your mobile phone now.
While they won’t always be able to respond, every call
received is logged and each one adds to the pressure for this
problem to be dealt with.
If you come across quads or scrambler bikes on the open
mountain in other parts of the Republic of Ireland, contact the
National Parks and Wildlife Service office in your area (see
www.npws.ie/en/media/NPWS/Images/Media,5321,en.pdf).

Wrecked quad on Lugnaquillia.
Photo: Helen Lawless.

In Northern Ireland, the use of any vehicle more than 100 yards from
a public road without the landowner’s permission is against the law
and should be reported to the police. If the area has an environmental
designation, this activity is illegal even with the landowner’s permission.
Take photographs, vehicle registrations or any evidence you can get.
Send a copy to the Mountaineering Ireland office or email
helen@mountaineering.ie. We are determined to make progress on this
issue during 2010, but we need your help to do so.

Why doesn’t everybody see this as litter?
PAT DIGNAM, who acted as interim caretaker Chief
Officer for Mountaineering Ireland last year, recently
submitted this photograph of litter collected around
the summit cairn on Lugnaquillia, asking ‘What can
we can do to prevent this?’
Most people who climb Lugnaquillia wouldn’t
leave a plastic bottle behind, but what about those
tea bags? A tea bag may take a year or more to
fully decompose; banana skins break down faster,
but will still take 3-5 weeks. Research has shown
that areas with litter attract more litter, so it’s easy
to see how the tea bags could be joined by a
cigarette butt or a chocolate wrapper. The bottom
line is that they’re all litter and they shouldn’t be
there.
Putting a small plastic bag or container in with
your lunch makes it much easier to take home your
tea bags and fruit peels. If you have other thoughts
or suggestions on this topic, call Helen on 01
6251115 or email her at helen@mountaineering.ie.

www.mountaineering.ie

Litter on Lugnaquillia.
Photo: Pat Dignam.
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TrainingLog
Training news round-up presented by Training Officer Alun Richardson

Developing mountain training in Ireland
Mountain Leader training
in the Mournes.
Photo: Alun Richardson.

ALUN RICHARDSON

Doesn’t time fly! I have now been
in my post for four months and
the warm Irish welcome I have
received from everyone has made
my initiation into the world of
mountain training in Ireland a
very pleasant experience.
Moderating courses since I joined
Mountaineering Ireland has confirmed for
me that the standard of training and
assessment in Ireland is very high. It is not
surprising, therefore, to learn that the uK’s
Mountain Leader Training (MLT) Boards
are looking to the training and assessment
schemes administered by Bord Oiliúint
Sléibhe (BOS), the Irish Mountain Training
Board, for the future development of their
own awards.
I will continue to do as much
moderation as possible, not only to
moderate the training taking place, but
because it gives me an opportunity to
discuss issues with providers and to see
how other instructors work, and in some
cases makes me think about my own
instructing. Providers often work alone, in
a vacuum, and rarely get to share ideas.
Dave Gaughran, a BOS provider who
runs the Setanta Mountain Activities, has
now amalgamated the existing BOS
awards into the Sport Ireland Adventure
Framework, with a little input from me.
This will not change the BOS awards in
any way and is intended to make the
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understanding of the levels of coaching
much easier between different adventure
disciplines. BOS will be sending four
providers to be trained as mountain tutor
trainers soon and they will then start to
transfer what they have learned to others
on future Train the Trainers courses.
My work schedule has also taken me to
my first MLT Board meeting where I had
the opportunity to put forward the
strengths of the BOS system and listen to
a debate on the future development of the
Mountaind Leader Training (MLT) awards.
The number of providers informing BOS
of up-and-coming courses is improving
and, apart from being a requirement of the
provider agreement, it is very helpful to the
Training Office when trying to fit

moderation into a tight schedule. One
grumble is that those of you who work
with Further education & Training Awards
Council (FeTAC) should realise that prior
notification is required…one day’s notice is
not enough!
I would like to thank the providers and
club members who are keeping me on my
toes with stimulating feedback and
questions. Remember, it is your Training
Office, so use it!

Contact
If you want to contact Alun, you can email
him at alun@mountaineering.ie or get him
on his mobile phone, 087 412 2278.
www.mountaineering.ie
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Support for Mountaineering Instructor Award trainees
MOuNTAINeeRING INSTRuCTORS (MIA
holders) are vitally important to the future of
mountain training in Ireland. Without them
there would be no future providers produced
to run the various award programmes.
To help potential candidates find out more
about the MIA and the standards required,
Dave Gaughran, assisted by Orla
Prendergast, Clive Roberts and Sinead
Pollock, has started a series of workshops
for prospective MIA candidates.
The first workshop took place at Dalkey
Quarry on the 15th and 16th of May and
covered rescue skills. It was a great two
days with six potential MIA trainees learning
from the experienced trainers.
It is fantastic to see four senior providers
giving their time for free to help other
instructors climb the ladder of awards.
For information on the other workshops,
contact Dave Gaughran at
mountain-training@ireland.com.

At the Mountain Instructor Award (MIA)
workshop. Photo: Alun Richardson.

North-South talks
BOS and Mountain Leader Training (NI) meet
THe JOINT BOS/Mountain Leader
Training Northern Ireland (MLTNI) talks are
ongoing and, while any merger may seem
a little way off, the meetings have had the
benefit of increasing each board’s
understanding of the other’s awards. They
have also confirmed the view of the AAA
Glendalough.
Photo: Ian McKittrick.

report that there are more similarities than
differences between BOS and MLTNI,
which is undoubtedly a good thing. At the
last meeting, the working group
recommended to Mountaineering Ireland
that BOS apply to become a full member
of MLT…so watch this space.

Courses calendar 2010
3-18 July
Alpine Summer Meet
5-26 September
WGL refresher
MLA refresher
8-10 October
WGL assessment
ML assessment
For details on different training courses
being run all over Ireland, please visit the
courses calendar on our website.

Congratulations!
Mountaineering Ireland and BOS would like
to extend their congratulations to Declan
Finnegan who gained the Single Pitch
Award recently.
www.mountaineering.ie
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Club trainers

On the Volunteer Training
Officers Workshop
in Glendalough.
Photo: Ian McKittrick.

Volunteer Training
Officer Workshops
NICOLE MULLEN
MOuNTAINeeRING IReLAND is
committed to responding to its members’
mountaineering needs. A priority
requirement that has emerged from
discussion with many clubs is ensuring
that all members are trained in the hill
skills necessary to safely enjoy a day in
the mountains. These skills include
navigation, personal equipment, informal
leadership, and hazards and safety.
In response, Bord Oiliúint Sléibhe
(BOS) is working towards having
Volunteer Training Officers in all
Mountaineering Ireland-affiliated clubs.
The role of these officers will be to liaise
with the Mountaineering Ireland Training
Office in promoting mountain training,
both formal and informal, within their
clubs. As a first step toward achieving

this, a number of weekend workshops
have been organised for clubs.
These workshops are an opportunity
for clubs’ nominated Volunteer Training
Officers to come together with
Mountaineering Ireland, discuss their
clubs’ training needs and work toward
designing an effective training structure.
The latest such workshop was held in
Glendalough on 8-9th May. The
workshop was run for Mountaineering

One volunteer’s VTO Workshop experience....
IAN McKITTRICK
IT WAS LATe MARCH when I first got
wind of the up-coming Volunteer Training
Officer (VTO) course via an email from our
treasurer at Foyle Hillwalking and
Rambling Club based in Derry. Having
done a Mountain Skills 2 course at
Tollymore Centre and some navigation, I
was keen to get further involved within
the club, helping new members and folk
who wanted to learn more. Fortunately,
my club agreed to let me go on the
course and to sponsor me – great!
My club has seen considerable growth
in the past few months and this seemed
the ideal opportunity to be able to gain
skills to pass on to other club members
and to assist with training within the club.
I raced off on Friday 7th May to
Wicklow (200 miles!) and arrived late in
the evening. I held the door of the
Glendalough hostel open for some poor
bloke with a ton of kit; it turned out to be
Clive Roberts, our course tutor!
Saturday morning bright and early, Clive
52
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met with the group and reviewed our
previous experience, gave an overview of
the course and then it was straight out on
the ground to cover navigation. Clive is
very experienced and has a lot of
practical teaching skill that was clearly
evident. We all knew how to navigate, but
we needed to know how to break it down
into chunks that made sense to
beginners, and did not turn them off or
swamp them with information too quickly.
After a full day’s practical experience on
the ground with Clive sharing his teaching
skills and the group sharing best practice
with each other, I felt really confident in
my navigation teaching skills as we
moved back towards the hostel for the
evening. After a quick meal at the local
pub and a wash, it was back into the
training room for some excellent
presentations from Clive.
Sunday – a quick recap of the previous
day’s experience and feedback from the
team, then out on the ground again to
cover moving over difficult ground,
equipment and safety. Clive again

Ireland by BOS provider Clive Roberts
and covered topics including teaching
navigation, designing a progressive
teaching plan and steep ground skills.
Below, we present a report from one of
the participants.
• If you would like to find out more about
the next VTO workshop, contact Nicole
Mullen, Training Administrator, at
Mountaineering Ireland.

showed excellent teaching skills and
passed on solid practical experience on
risk assessment, spotting and safety to
the group.
In my view this course is an absolute
must for clubs that want to offer
members training, safety advice and
access to information on how to progress
their skills either informally within the club
or more formally in the Mountaineering
Ireland training structure via Bord Oiliúint
Sléibhe (BOS) and Mountain Leader
Training Northern Ireland.
It is clear that the global economic
climate and a general trend towards more
healthy lifestyles have resulted in a growth
in hillwalking club membership and this is
likely to continue. The VTO course will
provide a structure and a support
network that will allow clubs to improve
safety, educate members in hillwalking
skills and point them in the right direction
to develop their skills more formally with
the various courses available.
• Ian McKittrick is VTO of Foyle
Hillwalking and Rambling Club
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Books

Literary Editor Joss Lynam presents reviews of some recent publications.

Well-known climber ‘Banjo’ Bannon on his story thus far
Patrick O’Sullivan
Ascending the Dream:
The Life and Climbs of
Banjo Bannon
By Banjo Bannon
with Lauren O’Malley
Gill & MacMillan
€16.99/£14.99
ISBN: 978-0-7171-4631-6

In this very readable book,
Banjo Bannon recounts his
life thus far as a mountaineer
but also gives what I found a
thought-provoking description
of his formative years in a
close-knit Catholic family
living in Northern Ireland
during the ‘Troubles.’ Apart from the account of his experiences on
mountain ranges around the world, the book provides a revealing
cultural insight into what Banjo regards as his disadvantaged life in
the North in the uncertain times of the ‘70s and ‘80s.
Banjo explains how he discovered the mountains almost as an
escape from the stresses of his day to day existence, with the
difficulties of life in the North during the ‘Troubles.’ A first climb on
Slieve Donard and he was hooked. Rockclimbing and then several
mixed ascents in the Alps – he survived what appears to have been
a very adventurous mountaineering apprenticeship.
The book describes Banjo’s recollections of being in one of the
trekking groups supporting the successful Irish everest expedition in

1993. This appears to have whetted his appetite for climbing in the
Greater Ranges, and trips around the world followed.
While surviving his early climbs, Banjo soon experiences the
deaths of other mountaineers and comes close to death himself
several times. However, as his mountaineering experience grows, so
does his involvement in youth work and outdoors education, wanting
to share his experience and give other disadvantaged young people
the opportunity to experience the joys of the outdoors.
Another theme that comes through repeatedly is of Banjo as a
loner, so often climbing on his own. This is possibly a little contrary to
his aspirations in the Greater Ranges, where the mountaineering is
more often a team sport.
Banjo attempts everest in 2003 with Richard Dougan and again
appears to be quite affected by his encounters with death during his
ascent, coming across bodies that have been left up there, which
contradicts the ideals he espouses of loyalty and honour in our sport,
a contradiction which is made even more poignant by the seemingly
unnecessary death of his friend David Sharp on everest in 2006. This
is something he has always felt strongly about, writing emotionally at
the time in the Irish Mountain Log to express his disgust that so
many climbers could walk past David while he was still alive. It clearly
still distresses him very much. This also brings him to state his belief
that no summit is worth dying for.
The book describes summit day on K2 in 2005 when he and the
Russian climbers are struck by an avalanche, leaving many of the
Russians dead, and then closes with another tragedy on K2 with the
death of Ger McDonnell while he was trying to assist other climbers
who were dying in extremis on the mountain.
Banjo rounds off this very enjoyable book with a reflection on the
losses that he has experienced but also on the attractions that are
still there for him in continuing to mountaineer at the highest level.

New Mournes guidebook now available
The new guide to rockclimbing in the Mountains of Mourne, Rock Climbs
in the Mourne Mountains, has just been published by Mountaineering
Ireland. Produced by Ricky Bell, Craig Hillier and Simon Moore, the
comprehensive new guide covers rockclimbing in the Mournes in one
volume with plenty of colour maps and photo topos. It also includes a
bouldering section.
The guide will be reviewed in the Autumn issue of the Irish Mountain
Log. It is available from the Mountaineering Ireland office and the usual
retailers at €25/£20. The usual
10% discount will apply to
members of Mountaineering
Ireland who buy the guide
through the office or from the
website.

www.mountaineering.ie
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Steve House on his extraordinary, exhilarating life to date
Joss Lynam
Beyond the Mountain
By Steve House
Vertebrate Publishing, 243pp.
24pp colour photos, c40pp
b&w photos, 3 maps
€18.00
ISBN: 9781906148201

The author and Vince
Anderson won the Piolet d’Or
of 2005, the first Americans to
do so, for their ascent of the
Central Pillar of the Rupal Face
of Nanga Parbat. The
Boardman Tasker Prize went
to this book, whose climax is
the same Rupal Face, the face
that Tomaz Humar was
helicoptered off the same year. So, Steve House is exceptionally well
qualified to write what is an exceptional book.
His first mountain experience is almost by chance on a language
holiday in Slovenia, which leads, rather too quickly, to a place on an
expedition to Nanga Parbat. He also learns quickly of the dangers;
the two best mountaineers on the Nanga trip are later killed on
Kangchenjunga.
House describes more and more difficult climbs, always searching
not just for a new route or a faster time, but for the perfect partner.

He loses Alex Lowe, companion on some fierce rock and ice walls,
who is killed by an avalanche on Shisha Pangma. On the ascent of
Denali’s Slovak Route with Scott Backes and Mark Twight, the three
become a ”six-eyed, six-armed three-brained organization” but when
he tells his wife he “didn’t know that kind of connection was possible
with another human being,” it begins the break-up of his nine-year
marriage.
Scott and Mark were getting too old; he climbs the Infinite Spur of
Mt Foraker with Rolando Garibotti in 25 hours (first ascent time 11
days), but can’t replicate the Slovak experience.
Successive years with Slovenian Marko Prezelj on Nuptse and
Masherbrum are frustrated by bad conditions, so he goes off to the
Chukusa valley and solos a 20,000ft peak.
The next spring he’s with Marko on the North Face of the North
Twin (Canadian Rockies), a fierce route, made the fiercer when he
drops his outer boot and finishes the climb in his inner foam boot.
He’s back in the Chukusa in the summer climbing with Marko, Vince
and others but he keeps K7 for himself and finally summits it solo –
by a new route.
The climax of the book is his ascent of the Rupal Face with Vince
Anderson, six days’ ascent of unremittingly hard climbing, with a
descent of interminable rappelling, including a few minutes of frantic
fear when they think their only rope has slid away.
House writes excellently; geographical information is kept to a
minimum, dialogue is credible, the descriptions of climbing are truly
realistic.
Motivation? I quote the book’s last lines: “Mechanically, I slide
down the ropes after Vince, reluctant to abandon this state of grace
we have achieved, here, together, beyond the mountain.”
Don’t wait for Christmas; go out and buy this book now!

Romantic novella from Irish language author and climber
Aonghus Ó hAlmhain
Ar Muir is ar Sliabh
By Dermot Somers
Cois Life, 122pp
€12.00
ISBN: 978-1-901176-97-1
Mar is eol d’aon duine a chuala
ag caint é, is scéalaí den scoth
é Dermot Somers. Bhí sé d’ádh
ormsa bheith i láthair nuair a
seoladh an t-úrscéal gairid seo
le linn Féile IMRAM. Nóibhille a
thug Dermot féin air, agus is
maith a fheileann an cur síos
don scéal snasta seo. Ag
tarraingt ar a thaithí fairsing féin
ar muir agus ar sliabh, agus ar a thaithí ar obair theilifíse, fíonn sé
scéal ealaíonta faoi Bhrian, a bhfuil a shaol in aimhréidh le fada, agus
Lise, beirt a bhfuil in achrann leis an saol ar dhóigheanna éagsúla. Tá
siad i mbun sraith teilifíse eachtraíochta a thaifid, faoi stiúir fir ghlic,
Marcas. Léirítear sa scéal an teannas eatarthu, teannas bunaithe ar
uaillmhian, ar phearsantacht, agus gan amhras ar chogadh na
n-inscní! Léirítear conas a thagann lucht teilifíse i dtír ar an teannas
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seo. Diaidh ar ndiaidh tuigimid go bhfuil “stair” ag gach duine acu,
agus feicimid na hiriseoirí, boladh an scéil faighte acu, ag díriú isteach
orthu. Cuireann sin casadh eile sa chaidreamh. Arís, feictear cumas
scéalaíochta Dermot sa tslí ina mbogann sé siar agus aniar i scéal na
beirte, ag scaoileadh nod anseo is ansiúd linn. Tuigimid, de réir a
chéile, cad atá ag tarlú dóibh araon, agus cad iad na deamhain atá á
dtiomáint. Agus feicimid an caidreamh eatarthu ag forbairt. Mar is
dual do sár scéalaí, léiríonn an túdar na nithe seo dúinn, seachas a rá
glan amach linn cad atá ag tarlú. Bogann an scéal ar aghaidh, ag
bailiú luais, go mbaineann sé sprioc amach. Ach seachas críoch a
chur leis an scéal, fágtar muid le nodanna agus cead againn ár gcuid
féin a dhéanamh de conas mar a rachaidh saol na beirte ar aghaidh.
Is sár scéal é an dara úrscéal i nGaeilge ó Dermot Somers, foilsithe
ag Cois Life. Tá cur i láthair an leabhair snasta, agus cárta beag le
gluais ag dul leis, chun na focail theicniúla a mhíniú. Ceannaígí, léigí
agus bainigí sult as!
In summary: On Mountain and Sea is a short, polished novel from
skilled storyteller Dermot Somers. Drawing on his own wide
experience, he tells the tale of Brian and Lise, a troubled young
couple working on a television series being directed by an older and
wiser Mark. Personality clashes, creative differences and the battle of
the sexes feature as the story develops. We learn what brought each
to this point and the demons that drive them, even as the tabloids
hover in search of a scandal, but in typical Somers fashion we are left
to make our own sense of what unfolds and, indeed, how it ends.
www.mountaineering.ie
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Updated Wicklow rock guide retains classic climbing ethos
Kevin Duffy
Wicklow Rock
Climbing Guide
By Joe Lyons
Mountaineering Ireland,
331pp.
Many colour photos &
diagrams
€22.00
ISBN: 978-0-90-294023-9
In the last edition of this
guide, there was an
evocative line in a route
description, which is
applicable here; this
guidebook is a “time tunnel
to the classic era.”
The continuity starts at
the front cover, with the photo of Síle Daly on the photogenic crux of
Dance Of The Tumblers, harking all the way back to Dermot Somers
in the same position on the cover of the 1982 edition; it continues
inside with the excellent section on the history of climbing in Wicklow
and carries all the way through the well written route descriptions.
Additions to the guide since the last edition include some great upto-date atmospheric photos; colour-coded tabs; “new” crags
including Carrick Mountain and Bonfire Buttress at Ashford that show
the continuing development of climbing in Wicklow; a good quality

plastic cover; and a grade comparison chart, a useful feature for the
increasing numbers of overseas climbers looking to translate their
abilities into traditional climbing. The newer graphics to show routes
are a useful change too, making it easier to identify lines on the larger
crags at Luggala and Glendalough.
The graded index from 1993 has disappeared (possibly for reasons
of space) and some of the directions and/or maps for approaches to
the less well-know crags I’ve visited appear to be slightly wrong,
though none fatally so. Some of the less-visited crags could also do
with a photo or diagram and a map of the crag location. I’d like the
climbing photos to be each on a page adjacent to the route listing so
that I can immediately see it and not have to search the surrounding
pages or go through the index to find it. I’d also prefer to have new
routes listed at the crag, in sequence, rather than in a separate listing
away from the crag entry. If they need to be singled out as new,
maybe they could be identified with a device such as a different
colour print.
Overall, this edition is a very welcome and well-produced update of
the guide. It’s a great book from armchair to crag – sitting at home
reading the section on the history of climbing in Wicklow provides a
context to your climbing, and the route descriptions have a great
balance between telling you what you need to know and leaving you
to find out for yourself.
This edition is also an important point in recording the development
of Irish climbing – it’s a preservation of a kind of climbing that indoor
walls and cheap flights to sports climbing destinations have obscured
for many people. So much of climbing in Wicklow is about mountain
days, and the book seems to me to echo that. Long may the ethic
and its reflection by this guide continue.

Guide to the waymarked ways of Britain and Northern Ireland
Cormac MacDonnell
The UK Trail Walker’s
Handbook: Directory of
Long Distance Paths
(8th Edition)
edited by Paul Lawrence
Les Mable and John Sparshaff,
380pp
Numerous colour photos
& maps
£18.95 ISBN: 0713660961
The new UK Trailwalker’s
Handbook is the most
comprehensive guide covering
all waymarked trails in the uK
and Northern Ireland. Compiled
by the Long Distance Walkers Association in the uK, the handbook
covers 720 main trails and about 190 shorter routes located
throughout the uK and Northern Ireland, an impressive network of
trails by any standards, covering the length and breadth of the
country. Trails ranging from the iconic West Highland Way and the
Pembrokeshire Coastal Path to the Bog Dodger’s Way and the
Hambleton Hobble…they are all covered in this publication. Many of
these trails are located in some of the most scenic walking regions in
www.mountaineering.ie

the country.
Following an interesting introduction and overview to trails in the
uK and some valuable advice from Paddy Dillon on the perils of overpacking, the book gets into the main business which is providing the
basic facts and key features on each trail, region by region, including
the trail type, terrain covered, cultural landmarks and overall grading.
The relevant OS map, location of the start and finish and grid
reference for each are also provided, making the handbook a great
starting point for anyone interested in trail-walking in the uK. Be
warned, though, that the book does not get into the detail that would
be required for further planning and hiking. It’s useful to note,
however, that the LDWA has a comprehensive website that
corresponds to the book (www.ldwa.org.uk), where trails are linked to
local trail websites, and this is helpful when getting into more detailed
planning.
This reviewer was quite impressed with the inclusion of the trail
logos used on every route, which are all unique and in themselves
interesting, with all manner of symbols being used for marking, giving
each trail its own identity. Included also are overview maps for each
region showing all trails. When reviewing this handbook one cannot
help but be impressed and slightly envious of this extensive network
of walking trails, and also think about the thousands of volunteers
who give of their time to develop, manage and maintain these trails.
This handbook certainly provides an excellent summary to trails in
the uK, all of which are now easily reached by trail-walking
enthusiasts.
Irish Mountain Log - Summer 2010
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Via ferrata of the North, Central and East Dolomites revisited
Paul Donnelly
Via Ferrata of the Italian
Dolomites: Vol 1 (North,
Central and East)
By John Smith & Graham Fletcher
Cicerone, 317pp.
38 sketch maps & numerous
colour photos
£14.95 ISBN: 978-1-85284-592-6

This is a second edition of the
popular Cicerone guide to the via
ferrata of the Northern/eastern
Dolomites. The first edition was
published in 2002 with two later
revisions/reprints. A further volume, Vol 2, by the same authors
covers the Southern/Western Dolomites.

The present edition includes a number of new routes and involves
a complete update of the earlier one with new, improved sketch
maps.
The guide follows the usual Cicerone format of a comprehensive
introduction and appendices covering transport, accommodation,
weather, area history, maps, wildlife, useful addresses and contacts,
references, language (incl. glossary) and route grading with the route
descriptions in the guide core. The guide has a durable plastic cover.
The guide covers 82 via ferrata routes (six more than the original)
grouped in 10 area groups. each route description is clearly set out
with an appropriate sketch map. The description firstly summarises:
route grade; departure point; ascent (m); descent (m); V.F. length (m);
approximate route time; and highest point gained. A summary quality
comment on the route is highlighted. The route descriptions are clear
and have all relevant detail for following the route. Descent options
complete each route description. To access the relevant areas and
route starting points, and find refuges, camp sites, etc, it would be
necessary to have local 1: 50,000 or 1: 25,000 maps or have same
uploaded on a GPS. Details are given in the guide.

Twelve cycle touring routes in most scenic parts of Ireland
Doug Correll
Cycle Touring in Ireland
By Tom Cooper
Cicerone, 250pp
Numerous colour photos
& sketch maps
£14.95
ISBN: 978-1-85284-562-9

This guide describes twelve
cycle touring routes on the
whole island of Ireland, taking in
the most scenic areas while
keeping to quiet roads as much
as possible. each route is
divided into stages – each
designed to be a day’s cycling.
The routes vary in length from
four to nine stages. Nearly every section of the coastline is included
at some point, but there are also some inland routes included.
Individual routes can be combined and, for those looking for a really

long tour, an appendix describes how most of the routes can be put
together to make up a ‘Tour of the Island of Ireland’ consisting of 59
stages and amounting to 3,634km!
In common with all Cicerone guidebooks, this one begins with a
comprehensive introduction to Ireland, providing an excellent
summary for visitors. It also includes a summary on cycling in Ireland
dealing with Irish driving habits, different types of roads, hazards and
even what clothes to bring to cope with our very variable weather
conditions.
The main body of the guide provides detailed itineraries for each of
the twelve routes described, including useful overview maps, a
summary of the stages for each route and numerous colour photos
to whet the reader’s appetite. The text also outlines points of interest
on each stage, facilities which can be found along the way and
accommodation possibilities at the end of the stage. Route directions
are provided by detailed route cards, although it would be wise to
supplement these with a good road map.
While the introduction of this guide is largely targeted at visitors to
the country, the rest of the book is suitable for all and provides well
researched routes for any cycle tourists, visitors or Irish people. even
if routes are not followed exactly, it suggests an interesting collection
of options which are sure to provide something for everyone
interested in cycle touring in Ireland.

Two important 2nd editions from Cicerone:
ACONCAGUA and the Southern Andes (£14.95)
Changes include the important new regulations, particularly relating to waste
and the environment, new restrictions on routes and changes due to global
warming.
Walking on THE BRECON BEACONS: A Walker’s Guide to the
National Park (£12.95)
Includes walks not just on the Beacons but also on the Black Mountains and in
the Waterfall Country. It has been fully updated since the 1995 edition.
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Guide to most of the great walks in north Wales
Linda Ó Loideoin
Great Mountain Days
in Snowdonia
By Terry Marsh
Cicerone, 237pp.
Very numerous colour
photos, 89 maps
£17-95
ISBN: 978 1 85284 581 0

Don’t let the title of this
book mislead you – the
walks covered in this book
range from Conway in the
north down to Barmouth
Bay. In fact this book
covers most of north Wales
and certainly, with the
exception of the Brecon
Beacons, most of the great walking areas of Wales.

Terry Marsh has used the Harvey Superwalker maps rather than
the standard OS maps that you would be used to. At first I thought
that I was looking at orienteering maps, especially with the way the
route has been highlighted, but after looking at some of the walks
that I’m familiar with I actually like the Harvey maps. As well as the
map there is a hand-drawn aerial map of the walks which highlights
the topography of the walk; again I found this was very informative.
The walks are divided into areas around certain well known
mountains; for those not familiar with north Wales this should be a
great help, e.g. walks 1-5 are around Snowdon.
The walks are well covered, with excellent route descriptions.
There is a small box at the start of each walk giving the distance,
height gained, time, grade and start point. Included in this box is how
to get there, type of map used and where to go for refreshments
afterwards – the last being very handy, as I can remember doing a
walk in north Wales and coming down to find the local café was
closed. Terry Marsh has used his own system for grading walks,
ranging from moderate to arduous – there is a clear explanation of
his grades in the introduction. This book is larger than the usual
Cicerone guide at 24cm x 17cm (9.5in x 6.75in) but would sit in your
backpack very easily – just not your pocket. I enjoyed this guide and
would happily add it to my bookshelves.

Guide to improving your landscape photography
Joss Lynam
Light & Shadow:
The Art of Landscape
Photography
By Fran Halsall
Frances Lincoln, 144pp.
Very numerous colour photos.
£16.99
ISBN: 978-0-7112-3016-3
My usual habit when a picture
book of this kind arrives for
review is to pass it to one of
our expert photographers, but
I thought it would be a change
to see what an amateur would
make of it – and who more amateur than myself!
The first thing that strikes me is that many of the pictures in the
book have been the result of walks specially taken for them. The
second is that the author, Fran Halsall, carries a variety of equipment
– a tripod and lenses from 17mm to 70mm. The tripod allows her to
use exposures as long as 2 secs. The third is the number of dawn
pictures she shows. Finally, her definition of “landscape” is very

wide – some of the most beautiful illustrations are of leaf stems.
In the Introduction, Halsall writes that, when she first picked up a
camera, “I had the notion I was photographing ‘things’,” but she
realised that in the purest sense, light is the substance captured in a
camera. Photography, she writes, is a study of opposites: analysing
light falling onto surfaces and the subsequent creation of shadows.
When I leafed through the pages, there are over 100 beautiful
pictures. I list just a few here:

•
•
•
•

Hound Tor on Dartmoor: in black and white, with a lowering
grey-black sky, the rocks of the Tor eerily lit by a shaft of sunlight.
Glyder Fach from Cwm Tryfan: Glyder Fach’s spiky ridge is
covered in snow and the vivid blue sky behind is split by ragged
trails of cloud.
AfonNant Peris, Llanberis Pass: “I was in my element, caught in
the middle of an exhilarating storm in a landscape bathed in
golden light.”
Mangesta beach, Lewis: a windblown blade of grass was
inscribing a circle’s circumference, as if set out with a compass.
Side-lighting… gives the appearance of a sundial indicating about
four o’clock.

This is a lovely book; even if you don’t carry half as much
equipment as she does, you can surely find in it plenty of ways to
improve your photography.

The following books have been received; appearance in this list does not mean that they won’t be reviewed in a future issue, if space allows.
Alpine Journal 2009
Lake District: Mountain Landforms – published by the author
Coast to Coast – RucksackReaders
Snowdonia: Park under Pressure – Snowdonia Society
North Wales Classics – Rockfax
Haute Provence – Rockfax
Fawcett – Vertebrate (with reviewer)
Itching to Climb – Barbara James – published by the author
Wicklow Mountains West map – east West Mapping
Lugnaquillia Glendalough map – east West Mapping
The Song at Your Backdoor – Collins Press

Basic Rope Skills for Climbers – Frances Lincoln
Blencathra: Portrait of a Mountain – Frances Lincoln
Lake District: Mountain Landscape – Frances Lincoln
Walking in Bulgarian National Parks – Cicerone (1st)
Trekking in Hohe Tauern – Cicerone (1st)
Walking in Drakensberg – Cicerone (1st)
Walks in the Maritime Alps – Cicerone (1st)
Massif Centrale – Cicerone (1st)
Inspiring Individuals – Rolex Awards
Climbing Games – Pesda
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Towering American
Charles Houston (1913-2009)
THe AMeRICAN MOuNTAINeeR and high-altitude medicine
pioneer, Dr Charles Houston, died on 27 September, 2009, aged
96.
Charles Houston was born in New York in 1913 and was
educated at Harvard university and Columbia university Medical
School. At Harvard, Houston fell in with an ambitious group of
young climbers known as the Harvard Five. He joined some of
them on his first exploratory climbing expedition, which was led by
Brad Washburn, to Mount Crillon in Alaska in 1933. unsuccessful
on Crillon, Houston returned to Alaska with his father and the
British mountaineer T Graham Brown, whom he had met in the
Alps, to make the first ascent of Mount Foraker.

Houston (far right) on one of his earlier Himalayan expeditions.

After their success in Alaska, Houston and the much older
Graham Brown co-led an expedition to Nanda Devi in 1936, a
sacred mountain hidden up a remote valley in the Garwhal Himal
in northern India. HW Tilman and Noel Odell reached the summit
which, at 7,816m, was the highest mountain then climbed.
Houston should have been in the summit pair but he was suffering
from food poisoning.
Houston subsequently led two American expeditions to K2, the
world’s second highest mountain, one in 1938 and another in
1953, which involved an heroic retreat. Following this epic
attempt, Houston hung up his mountain boots and turned his
attention to focusing on the study of human physiology at high
altitude. His work developing the understanding of how the body
functions with reduced oxygen will remain his lasting legacy for
mountaineers and trekkers.
Climbing in the Himalayas offered Houston an escape from his
own demons and became a near-mythical expression of friendship
and common purpose for him. The best of humanity, he felt, could
be found in such enterprises. The fellowship of the rope offered a
moral code by which he could make sense of the world, an ideal
highlighted in Bernadette McDonald’s biography of Charles
Houston, Brotherhood of the Rope, which was published in 2007.
Those high ideals underpinned the selfless actions of his team on
K2 in 1953.
In 1938, Houston and his partner Paul Petzoldt climbed to
8,000m on K2 and opened the route to the peak’s upper slopes.
In 1953, Houston’s strong team reached this point in a stormy
Karakoram summer in good order. Poised at Camp VIII with only a
few hundred metres to the summit, they experienced ten days of
relentless bad weather that destroyed Houston’s tent and left one
of the climbers, Art Gilkey, with blood clots in his legs.
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As a doctor at the forefront of high-altitude medicine, Houston
knew that Gilkey could not survive. The climbers would have been
justified in leaving him in order to save themselves, but no one
even suggested it. Wrapping their fellow climber in a sleeping bag
and the smashed tent, Houston and his team began lowering the
dying Gilkey down the mountain.
Their loyalty almost cost them their lives. One of the climbers
slipped on steep ground, dragging the others, all roped together,
off the mountain. Only the outstanding mountain craft of Pete
Schoening prevented disaster. Whipping the rope behind his ice
axe, thrust into the ice behind his boot, he managed to hold the
five falling climbers.
Houston wrote an account of the expedition in 1954, in the
mountaineering classic, K2: The Savage Mountain. He
contemplated going back to the mountain but quit serious
climbing when K2 was conquered by a huge Italian effort in July
1954, focusing instead on his medical practice.
Charles Houston will be remembered as a doctor for his work in
high-altitude medicine. In 1987 he wrote a crucial analysis of
altitude sickness in Going Higher: Oxygen, Man and Mountains,
which had first been published as Going High: The Story of Man
and Altitude in 1980.
Houston was recommended to the Peace Corps’ founder,
Sargent Shriver, by Robert Bates, a team mate from the K2
expeditions and co-author of the books he wrote on those
expeditions. Houston went to Delhi as country director there for
the Peace Corps in 1962. On the embassy lawn in the summer of
1963 he met Tom Hornbein, just back from the successful
American ascent of everest. Hornbein later said: “His clear
pleasure with our accomplishment was seasoned with a wistful
speculation about whether it could have been done without the
use of supplemental oxygen. I tasted firsthand Charlie’s philosophy
that mountains should be approached with simplicity and
reverence.”
Charles Snead Houston, mountaineer and doctor, born 24 August
1913; died 27 September 2009

The brotherhood of the rope.
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